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2015 RECORDS BOOK




1. 2185 Krystal Osborne (.221) ............................. 1994-97
2. 1799 Jasmine Norton (.210) ............................. 2009-12
3. 1595 Denitza Koleva (.201) .............................. 2003-06
4. 1471 Kim Storey (.365) .................................... 1995-98
5. 1409 Libby Windell (.355) ................................. 1999-02
Kills per set (minimum 10 sets)
1. 4.15 Meredith Hays (232 sets) ......................... 2013-14
2. 4.10 Jaimie Torromeo (143 sets) ............................ 1994
3. 4.02 Krystal Osborne (543 sets) ....................... 1994-97
4. 3.80 Jasmine Norton (473 sets) ....................... 2009-12
5. 3.64 Sara Kincaid (237 sets) ............................ 2002-03
Attack attempts
1. 5626 Krystal Osborne (2185-939-5626) .......... 1994-97
2. 4725 Jasmine Norton (1799-807-4725) ............ 2009-12
3. 4481 Denitza Koleva (1595-693-4481) ........... 2003-06
4. 3623 Kele Brewer (1192-520-3623) ............... 2003-06
5. 3494 Denise Baez (1377-439-3494) ............... 1994-96
Attack pct. (minimum 15 attempts)
1. .365 Kim Storey (1471-383-2983) ................. 1995-98
2. .355 Libby Windell (1409-365-2941) .............. 1999-02
3. .341 Sara Kincaid (863-254-1785) ................. 2002-03
4. .331 Jessica Field (1268-342-2797) .............. 1995-98
5. .318 Kasey Heckelman (161-46-362) .............. 2011-12
Assists
1. 5886 Tina Rico (539 sets) ................................. 1994-97
2. 3661 Raymariely Santos (439 sets) .................... 2010-13
3. 3182 Ning Zhao (245 sets) ............................... 1998-99
4. 2825 Lindsay Scanlan (397 sets) ....................... 2006-09
5. 2732 Roberta Tarnauskaite (235 sets) ................ 2002-03
Assists per set (minimum 10 sets)
1. 12.99 Ning Zhao (245 sets) ............................... 1998-99
2. 11.63 Roberta Tarnauskaite (235 sets) ................ 2002-03
3. 10.92 Tina Rico (539 sets) ................................. 1994-97
4. 9.22 Bailee Hankenson (117 sets) ........................... 2014
5. 8.83 Evgeniya Rangelova (223 sets) .................. 2000-01
Service aces
1. 160 Tina Rico (539 sets) ................................. 1994-97
2. 140 Anna Velikanova (296 sets) ....................... 2000-02
3. 135 Kim Storey (511 sets) .............................. 1995-98
4. 133 Iva Docekalova (495 sets) ......................... 2002-05
5. 128 Denitza Koleva (485 sets) ......................... 2003-06
Service aces per set (minimum 10 sets)
1. 0.47 Anna Velikanova (296 sets) ....................... 2000-02
2. 0.40 Jaimie Torromeo (143 sets) ............................ 1994
3. 0.32 Roberta Tarnauskaite (235 sets) ................ 2002-03
Krystal Osborne, averaging nearly 550 kills per season during her career at Arkansas, is the first, and only, 
player in program history to eclipse the 2,000-kill total.
4. 0.31 Jamie Rohme (358 sets) ........................... 1996-98
5. 0.31 Amanda Eskridge (114 sets) ............................ 2004
Digs
1. 2126 Ashley Miller (483 sets)............................ 2004-07
2. 1659 Krystal Osborne (543 sets) ....................... 1994-97
3. 1277 Yarleen Santiago (369 sets) ...................... 1997-99
4. 1143 Kim Storey (511 sets) .............................. 1995-98
5. 1130 Jasmine Norton (473 sets) ....................... 2009-12
Digs per set (minimum 10 sets)
1. 4.40 Ashley Miller (483 sets)............................ 2004-07
2. 4.31 Emily Helm (235 sets) .............................. 2012-13
3. 3.56 Phoebe Bautista (230 sets) ....................... 2007-09
4. 3.50 Jaimie Torromeo (143 sets) ............................ 1994
5. 3.46 Yarleen Santiago (369 sets) ...................... 1997-99
Block solos
1. 117 Jessica Field (514 sets)............................ 1995-98
2. 101 Jennifer Haaser (490 sets) ....................... 2000-04
3. 91 Kim Storey (511 sets) .............................. 1995-98
4. 82 Libby Windell (473 sets) ........................... 1999-02
5. 81 Denise Baez (407 sets) ............................ 1994-96
Block assists
1. 599 Jessica Field (514 sets)............................ 1995-98
2. 589 Libby Windell (473 sets) ........................... 1999-02
3. 556 Jennifer Haaser (490 sets) ....................... 2000-04
4. 464 Kim Storey (511 sets) .............................. 1995-98
5. 446 Amy Allison (405 sets) ............................. 2003-06
Total blocks
1. 716 Jessica Field (514 sets)............................ 1995-98
2. 671 Libby Windell (473 sets) ........................... 1999-02
3. 657 Jennifer Haaser (490 sets) ....................... 2000-04
4. 555 Kim Storey (511 sets) .............................. 1995-98
5. 511 Amy Allison (405 sets) ............................. 2003-06
Blocks per set (minimum 10 sets)
1. 1.49 Sara Kincaid (237 sets) ............................ 2002-03
2. 1.45 Sarah Freudenrich (122 sets) .......................... 2007
3. 1.42 Libby Windell (473 sets) ........................... 1999-02
4. 1.39 Jessica Field (514 sets)............................ 1995-98
5. 1.34 Jennifer Haaser (490 sets) ....................... 2000-04
Points
1. 2448.5 Krystal Osborne ...................................... 1994-97
2. 2046.0 Jasmine Norton ....................................... 2009-12 
3. 1929.0 Kim Storey ............................................. 1995-98 
4. 1862.0 Denitza Koleva ........................................ 2003-06 
5. 1813.5 Libby Windell .........................................  1999-02
Points per set (minimum 10 sets)
1. 4.79 Sara Kincaid (237 sets) ............................ 2002-03
2. 4.71 Jaimie Torromeo (143 sets) ............................ 1994
3. 4.64 Meredith Hays (232 sets) ......................... 2013-14
4. 4.54 Yarleen Santiago (369 sets) ...................... 1997-99
5. 4.51 Krystal Osborne (543 sets) ....................... 1994-97
Sets played
1. 543 Krystal Osborne ...................................... 1994-97
2. 539 Tina Rico ................................................ 1994-97
3. 514 Jessica Field ........................................... 1995-98
4. 511 Kim Storey ............................................. 1995-98
5. 498 Caroline Clock ......................................... 1995-98
Matches played
1. 149 Tina Rico ................................................ 1994-97
 149 Krystal Osborne ...................................... 1994-97
3. 148 Caroline Clock ......................................... 1995-98
4. 147 Jessica Field ........................................... 1995-98




1. 2185 Krystal Osborne (.221) ............................. 1994-97
2. 1471 Kim Storey (.365) .................................... 1995-98
3. 1377 Denise Baez (.268) .................................. 1994-96
4. 1342 Yarleen Santiago (.270)............................ 1997-99
5. 1268 Jessica Field (.331) ................................. 1995-98
Kills per set (minimum 15 sets)
1. 4.10 Jaimie Torromeo (143 sets) ............................ 1994
2. 4.02 Krystal Osborne (543 sets) ....................... 1994-97
3. 3.64 Yarleen Santiago (369 sets) ...................... 1997-99
4. 3.38 Denise Baez (407 sets) ............................ 1994-96
5. 3.35 Anna Velikanova (63 sets)* ............................. 2000
Attack attempts
1. 5626 Krystal Osborne (2185-939-5626) .......... 1994-97
2. 3494 Denise Baez (1377-439-3494) ............... 1994-96
3. 3374 Yarleen Santiago (1342-431-3374)......... 1997-99
4. 2983 Kim Storey (1471-383-2983) ................. 1995-98
5. 2933 Jamie Rohme (1125-410-2933) ............. 1996-98
Attack pct. (minimum 15 attempts)
1. .365 Kim Storey (1471-383-2983) ................. 1995-98
2. .331 Jessica Field (1268-342-2797) .............. 1995-98
3. .317 Libby Windell (692-213-1511)* .............. 1999-00
4. .292 Tina Rico (780-196-1997) ..................... 1994-97
5. .270 Yarleen Santiago (1342-431-3374)......... 1997-99
Assists
1. 5886 Tina Rico (539 sets) ................................. 1994-97
2. 3182 Ning Zhao (245 sets) ............................... 1998-99
3. 1203 Evgeniya Rangelova (104 sets)* ....................... 2000
4. 307 Julie Sloniger (366 sets) .......................... 1997-00
5. 258 Dani Pfeffer (51 sets) ..................................... 1994
Assists per set (minimum 15 sets)
1. 12.99 Ning Zhao (245 sets) ............................... 1998-99
2. 11.57 Evgeniya Rangelova (104 sets)* ....................... 2000
3. 10.92 Tina Rico (539 sets) ................................. 1994-97
4. 6.09 Kelly McCarter (11 sets)* ......................... 1999-00
5. 5.06 Dani Pfeffer (51 sets) ..................................... 1994
Service aces
1. 160 Tina Rico (539 sets) ................................. 1994-97
2. 135 Kim Storey (511 sets) .............................. 1995-98
3. 110 Jamie Rohme (358 sets) ........................... 1996-98
4. 106 Krystal Osborne (543 sets) ....................... 1994-97
5. 105 Yarleen Santiago (369 sets) ...................... 1997-99
Service aces per set (minimum 15 sets)
1. 0.63 Anna Velikanova (63 sets)* ............................. 2000
2. 0.40 Jaimie Torromeo (143 sets) ............................ 1994
3. 0.31 Jamie Rohme (358 sets) ........................... 1996-98
4. 0.30 Tina Rico (539 sets) ................................. 1994-97
5. 0.30 Chanda McLeod (132 sets) .............................. 1999
Digs
1. 1659 Krystal Osborne (543 sets) ....................... 1994-97
2. 1277 Yarleen Santiago (369 sets) ...................... 1997-99
3. 1143 Kim Storey (511 sets) .............................. 1995-98
4. 1107 Tina Rico (539 sets) ................................. 1994-97
5. 1014 Denise Baez (407 sets) ............................ 1994-96
INDIVIDUAL CAREER
ARKANSASRAZORBACKS.COM
A force at the net during her career at Arkansas, Jessica Field holds the program records for solo blocks (117), 
assisted blocks (599) and total blocks (716). She is fourth all-time with 1.39 blocks per set.
Digs per set (minimum 15 sets)
1. 3.50 Jaimie Torromeo (143 sets) ............................ 1994
2. 3.46 Yarleen Santiago (369 sets) ...................... 1997-99
3. 3.37 Anna Velikanova (63 sets)* ............................. 2000
4. 3.06 Krystal Osborne (543 sets) ....................... 1994-97
5. 2.77 Jamie Rohme (358 sets) ........................... 1996-98
Block solos
1. 117 Jessica Field (514 sets)............................ 1995-98
2. 91 Kim Storey (511 sets) .............................. 1995-98
3. 81 Denise Baez (407 sets) ............................ 1994-96
4. 71 Krystal Osborne (543 sets) ....................... 1994-97
5. 60 Yarleen Santiago (369 sets) ...................... 1997-99
Block assists
1. 599 Jessica Field (514 sets)............................ 1995-98
2. 464 Kim Storey (511 sets) .............................. 1995-98
3. 333 Yarleen Santiago (369 sets) ...................... 1997-99
4. 300 Libby Windell (239 sets)* .......................... 1999-00
5. 299 Tina Rico (539 sets) ................................. 1994-97
Total blocks
1. 716 Jessica Field (514 sets)............................ 1995-98
2. 555 Kim Storey (511 sets) .............................. 1995-98
3. 393 Yarleen Santiago (369 sets) ...................... 1997-99
4. 347 Libby Windell (239 sets)* .......................... 1999-00
5. 334 Tina Rico (539 sets) ................................. 1994-97
Blocks per set (minimum 15 sets)
1. 1.45 Libby Windell (239 sets)* .......................... 1999-00
2. 1.39 Jessica Field (514 sets)............................ 1995-98
3. 1.27 Annesia Crawford (106 sets)* ..................... 1998,00
4. 1.18 Michelle Coens (124 sets)* ....................... 1999-00
5. 1.17 Sandy Martin (161 sets) ........................... 1997-99
Points
1. 2448.5 Krystal Osborne  ...................................... 1994-97
2. 1929.0 Kim Storey  ............................................. 1995-98
3. 1727.5 Jessica Field  .......................................... 1995-98
4. 1673.5 Yarleen Santiago ..................................... 1997-99
5. 1641.5 Denise Baez  ........................................... 1994-96
Points per set (minimum 10 sets)
1. 4.71 Jaimie Torromeo (143 sets) ............................ 1994
2. 4.54 Yarleen Santiago (369 sets) ...................... 1997-99
3. 4.51 Krystal Osborne (543 sets) ....................... 1994-97
4. 4.25 Anna Velikanova (63 sets)* ............................. 2000
5. 4.03 Denise Baez (407 sets) ............................ 1994-96
Sets played
1. 543 Krystal Osborne ...................................... 1994-97
2. 539 Tina Rico ................................................ 1994-97
3. 514 Jessica Field ........................................... 1995-98
4. 511 Kim Storey ............................................. 1995-98
5. 498 Caroline Clock ......................................... 1995-98
Matches played
1. 149 Tina Rico ................................................ 1994-97
 149 Krystal Osborne ...................................... 1994-97
3. 148 Caroline Clock ......................................... 1995-98
4. 147 Jessica Field ........................................... 1995-98
5. 138 Kim Storey ............................................. 1995-98
RALLY SCORING (to 30 points)
(2001-2007)
Kills
1. 1595 Denitza Koleva (.201) .............................. 2003-06
2. 1310 Jessica Dorrell (.215) .............................. 2004-07
3. 1298 Jennifer Haaser (.236) ............................. 2001-04
4. 1192 Kele Brewer (.185) .................................. 2003-06
5. 863 Sara Kincaid (.341) .................................. 2002-03
Kills per set (minimum 15 kills)
1. 4.16 Eftila Tanellari (118 sets)* .............................. 2001
2. 3.64 Sara Kincaid (237 sets) ............................ 2002-03
3. 3.29 Denitza Koleva (485 sets) ......................... 2003-06
4. 3.06 Libby Windell (234 sets) ........................... 2001-02
5. 2.95 Anna Velikanova (233 sets) ....................... 2001-02
Attack attempts
1. 4481 Denitza Koleva (1595-693-4481) ........... 2003-06
2. 3623 Kele Brewer (1192-520-3623) ............... 2003-06
3. 3248 Jessica Dorrell (1310-613-3248) ........... 2004-07
4. 3175 Jennifer Haaser (1298-549-3175) .......... 2001-04
5. 1984 Anna Velikanova (687-290-1984)* .......... 2001-02
Attack pct. (minimum 15 attempts)
1. .422 Evgeniya Rangelova (48-10-90)* ................... 2001
2. .395 Libby Windell (717-152-1430)* .............. 2001-02
3. .341 Sara Kincaid (863-254-1785) ................. 2002-03
4. .274 Roberta Tarnauskaite (169-53-424) ........ 2002-03
5. .273 Sarah Freudenrich (207-73-491) ................... 2007
Assists
1. 2732 Roberta Tarnauskaite (235 sets) ................ 2002-03
2. 1800 Iva Docekalova (495 sets) ......................... 2002-05
3. 1507 Nicole Martin (249 sets) ............................ 2005,07
4. 1400 Lindsay Scanlan (229 sets)* ...................... 2006-07
5. 765 Evgeniya Rangelova (119 sets) ........................ 2001
Assists per set (minimum 15 assists)
1. 11.63 Roberta Tarnauskaite (235 sets) ................ 2002-03
2. 6.43 Evgeniya Rangelova (119 sets) ........................ 2001
3. 6.11 Lindsay Scanlan (229 sets)* ...................... 2006-07
4. 6.05 Nicole Martin (249 sets) ............................ 2005,07
5. 5.47 Kelly McCarter (119 sets) ......................... 2001-02
Service aces
1. 133 Iva Docekalova (495 sets) ......................... 2002-05
2. 128 Denitza Koleva (485 sets) ......................... 2003-06
3. 107 Jennifer Haaser (490 sets) ....................... 2001-04
4. 100 Anna Velikanova (233 sets)* ..................... 2001-02
5. 82 Jessica Dorrell (485 sets) ......................... 2004-07
Service aces per set (minimum 15 aces)
1. 0.43 Anna Velikanova (233 sets)* ..................... 2001-02
2. 0.32 Heather Royal (122 sets)* .............................. 2007
3. 0.32 Roberta Tarnauskaite (235 sets) ................ 2002-03
4. 0.31 Amanda Eskridge (114 sets) ............................ 2004
5. 0.29 Evgeniya Rangelova (119 sets) ........................ 2001
Digs
1. 2126 Ashley Miller (483 sets)............................ 2004-07
2. 1062 Denitza Koleva (485 sets) ......................... 2003-06
3. 891 Iva Docekalova (495 sets) ......................... 2002-05
4. 783 Jennifer Haaser (490 sets) ....................... 2001-04
5. 754 Anna Velikanova (233 sets)* ..................... 2001-02
Digs per set (minimum 15 digs)
1. 4.40 Ashley Miller (483 sets)............................ 2004-07
2. 3.26 Eftila Tanellari (118 sets)* .............................. 2001
3. 3.24 Anna Velikanova (233 sets) ....................... 2001-02
4. 2.94 Paula Castro (237 sets) ............................ 2002-03
5. 2.75 Heather Royal (122 sets)* .............................. 2007
Block solos
1. 101 Jennifer Haaser (490 sets) ....................... 2001-04
2. 70 Sara Kincaid (237 sets) ............................ 2002-03
3. 65 Amy Allison (405 sets) ............................. 2003-06
4. 35 Libby Windell (234 sets)* .......................... 2001-02
5. 24 Sarah Freudenrich (122 sets) .......................... 2007
Block assists
1. 556 Jennifer Haaser (490 sets) ....................... 2001-04
2. 446 Amy Allison (405 sets) ............................. 2003-06
3. 408 Karla Crose (376 sets) ............................. 2002-05
4. 402 Jessica Dorrell (485 sets) ......................... 2004-07
5. 289 Libby Windell (234 sets)* .......................... 2001-02
Total blocks
1. 657 Jennifer Haaser (490 sets) ....................... 2001-04
2. 511 Amy Allison (405 sets) ............................. 2003-06
3. 429 Karla Crose (376 sets) ............................. 2002-05
4. 414 Jessica Dorrell (485 sets) ......................... 2004-07
5. 353 Sara Kincaid (237 sets) ............................ 2002-03
Blocks per set (minimum 15 blocks)
1. 1.49 Sara Kincaid (237 sets) ............................ 2002-03
2. 1.45 Sarah Freudenrich (122 sets) .......................... 2007
3. 1.38 Libby Windell (234 sets)* .......................... 2001-02
4. 1.34 Jennifer Haaser (490 sets) ....................... 2001-04
5. 1.29 Destiny Clark (106 sets) ........................... 2005-07
Points
1. 1862.0 Denitza Koleva  ....................................... 2003-06
2. 1784.0 Jennifer Haaser ...................................... 2001-04
3. 1605.0 Jessica Dorrell  ....................................... 2004-07
4. 1303.5 Kele Brewer ............................................ 2003-06
5. 1135.5 Sara Kincaid  ........................................... 2002-03
Points per set (minimum 10 sets)
1. 4.79 Sara Kincaid (237 sets) ............................ 2002-03
2. 4.74 Eftila Tanellari (118 sets) ............................... 2001
3. 3.94 Libby Windell (234 sets)* .......................... 2001-02
4. 3.84 Denitza Koleva (485 sets) ......................... 2003-06
5. 3.64 Jennifer Haaser (490 sets) ....................... 2001-04
Sets played
1. 495 Iva Docekalova ........................................ 2002-05
2. 490 Jennifer Haaser ...................................... 2001-04
3. 485 Denitza Koleva ........................................ 2003-06
 485 Jessica Dorrell ........................................ 2004-07
5. 483 Ashley Miller ........................................... 2004-07
INDIVIDUAL CAREER
2015 @RAZORBACKVB RECORDS BOOK
Matches Played
1. 133 Jennifer Haaser ...................................... 2001-04
2. 132 Iva Docekalova ........................................ 2002-05
3. 128 Denitza Koleva ........................................ 2003-06
4. 126 Jessica Dorrell ........................................ 2004-07
5. 125 Ashley Miller ........................................... 2004-07
RALLY SCORING (to 25 points)
(2008-pres.)
Kills
1. 1799 Jasmine Norton (.210) ............................. 2009-12
2. 1243 Kelli Stipanovich (.210) ............................ 2008-11
3. 962 Meredith Hays (.157) ............................... 2013-14
4. 789 Amanda Anderson (.303) .......................... 2009-12
5. 591 Roslandy Acosta (.238) ............................ 2011-12
Kills per set (minimum 10 sets)
1. 4.15 Meredith Hays (232 sets) ......................... 2013-14
2. 3.80 Jasmine Norton (473 sets) ....................... 2009-12
3. 3.27 Christina Lawrence (91 sets) ........................... 2008
4. 2.71 Kelli Stipanovich (459 sets) ....................... 2008-11
5. 2.59 Roslandy Acosta (228 sets) ....................... 2011-12
Attack attempts
1. 4725 Jasmine Norton (1799-807-4725) .......... 2009-12
2. 3389 Kelli Stipanovich (1243-533-3389) ......... 2008-11
3. 2814 Meredith Hays (962-521-2814) .............. 2013-14
4. 1797 Amanda Anderson (789-245-1797) ......... 2009-12
5. 1550 Roslandy Acosta (591-222-1550) ........... 2011-12
Attack pct. (minimum 15 attempts)
1. .337 Chanell Clark-Bibbs (302-96-611) .............. 2014
2. .326 Breana Jones (166-46-368) .................. 2013-14
3. .318 Kasey Heckelman (161-46-362) .............. 2011-12
4. .303 Amanda Anderson (789-245-1797) ......... 2009-12
5. .297 Janeliss Torres (549-181-1237) ............. 2009-12
Assists
1. 3661 Raymariely Santos (439 sets) .................... 2010-13
2. 1425 Lindsay Scanlan (168 sets) ....................... 2008-09
3. 1079 Bailee Hankenson (117 sets) ......................... 2014
4. 878 Cassie Clarke (112 sets) ........................... 2009-10
5. 691 Ashley Vazquez (226 sets) ........................ 2012-13
Assists per set (minimum 10 sets)
1. 9.22 Bailee Hankenson (117 sets) ......................... 2014
2. 8.48 Lindsay Scanlan (168 sets) ....................... 2008-09
3. 8.34 Raymariely Santos (439 sets) .................... 2010-13
4. 7.84 Cassie Clarke (112 sets) ........................... 2009-10
5. 6.80 Caira Dortch (83 sets) .................................... 2008
Service aces
1. 120 Jasmine Norton (473 sets) ....................... 2009-12
2. 68 Kelli Stipanovich (459 sets) ....................... 2008-11
3. 62 Raymariely Santos (439 sets) .................... 2010-13
4. 52 Monica Bollinger (327 sets) .................... 2012-14
5. 50 Emily Helm (235 sets) .............................. 2012-13
Service aces per set (minimum 10 sets)
1. 0.25 Jasmine Norton (473 sets) ....................... 2009-12
2. 0.21 Emily Helm (235 sets) .............................. 2012-13
3. 0.21 Holly Hankenson (62 sets) .............................. 2014
4. 0.20 Meredith Hays (232 sets) ......................... 2013-14
5. 0.20 Chanell Clark-Bibbs (120 sets) ..................... 2014
Digs
1. 1130 Jasmine Norton (473 sets) ....................... 2009-12
2. 1014 Emily Helm (235 sets) .............................. 2012-13
3. 933 Raymariely Santos (439 sets) .................... 2010-13
4. 818 Phoebe Bautista (230 sets) ....................... 2008-09
5. 791 Monica Bollinger (327 sets) .................... 2012-14
Digs per set (minimum 10 sets)
1. 4.31 Emily Helm (235 sets) .............................. 2012-13
2. 3.56 Phoebe Bautista (230 sets) ....................... 2008-09
3. 2.62 Christa Alvarez (186 sets) ........................ 2011-12
4. 2.58 Brooke Fournier (166 sets) ....................... 2010-11
5. 2.42 Monica Bollinger (327 sets) .................... 2012-14
Block solos
1. 37 Jasmine Norton (473 sets) ....................... 2009-12
2. 31 Amanda Anderson (397 sets)..................... 2009-12
3. 30 Janeliss Torres (359 sets) ......................... 2009-12
 30 Kelli Stipanovich (459 sets) ....................... 2008-11
5. 23 Meredith Hays (232 sets) ......................... 2013-14
Block assists
1. 297 Janeliss Torres (359 sets) ......................... 2009-12
2. 237 Amanda Anderson (397 sets)..................... 2009-12
3. 180 Jasmine Norton (473 sets) ....................... 2009-12
4. 176 Ana Sofi a Jusino (182 sets) .................... 2012-14
5. 160 Kelli Stipanovich (459 sets) ....................... 2008-11
Total blocks
1. 327 Janeliss Torres (359 sets) ......................... 2009-12
2. 268 Amanda Anderson (397 sets)..................... 2009-12
3. 217 Jasmine Norton (473 sets) ....................... 2009-12
4. 190 Kelli Stipanovich (459 sets) ....................... 2008-11
5. 188 Ana Sofi a Jusino (182 sets) .................... 2012-14
Blocks per set (minimum 10 sets)
1. 1.03 Ana Sofi a Jusino (182 sets) .................... 2012-14
2. 1.01 Chanell Clark-Bibbs (120 sets) ..................... 2014
3. 0.99 Yun Tang (93 sets) ......................................... 2008
4. 0.91 Janeliss Torres (359 sets) ......................... 2009-12
5. 0.86 Charmaine Whitmore (108 sets) ................. 2010-11
Points
1. 2046.0 Jasmine Norton (1799k 120a 37-180b) ... 2009-12
2. 1421.0 Kelli Stipanovich (1243k 68a 30-160b) ..... 2008-11
3. 1075.5 Meredith Hays (962k 47a 23-87b)............ 2013-14
4. 983.5 Amanda Anderson (789k 45a 31-237b) ..... 2009-12
5. 760.5 Janeliss Torres (549k 33a 30-297b) ......... 2009-12
Points per set (minimum 10 sets)
1. 4.64 Meredith Hays (232 sets) ......................... 2013-14
2. 4.33 Jasmine Norton (473 sets) ....................... 2009-12
3. 3.66 Christina Lawrence (91 sets) ........................... 2008
4. 3.25 Chanell Clark-Bibbs (120 sets) ..................... 2014
5. 3.10 Kelli Stipanovich (459 sets) ....................... 2008-11
Sets played
1. 473 Jasmine Norton ....................................... 2009-12
2. 459 Kelli Stipanovich ...................................... 2008-11
3. 439 Raymariely Santos ................................... 2010-13
4. 397 Amanda Anderson .................................... 2009-12
5. 359 Janeliss Torres ........................................ 2009-12
Matches played
1. 125 Jasmine Norton ....................................... 2009-12
2. 123 Kelli Stipanovich ...................................... 2008-11
3. 121 Raymariely Santos ................................... 2010-13
4. 115 Amanda Anderson .................................... 2009-12
5. 105 Janeliss Torres ........................................ 2009-12
Current players in BOLD.
Kelli Stipanovich was the last Razorback, and 15th overall, to collect 1,000 kills during her career, surpassing the 
milestone with a backrow putaway against Dartmouth (Sept. 9, 2011) at the West Point Challenge.
Wearing the libero jersey, Phoebe Bautista paced Ar-




1. 676 Krystal Osborne (.215) ................................... 1995
2. 645 Krystal Osborne (.238) ................................... 1994
3. 587 Jaimie Torromeo (.178) .................................. 1994
4. 560 Denise Baez (.225) ........................................ 1995
5. 555 Yarleen Santiago (.268).................................. 1999
6. 538 Denise Baez (.313) ........................................ 1996
7. 528 Sara Kincaid (.355) ........................................ 2003
8. 521 Meredith Hays (.167) ..................................... 2014
9. 515 Kim Storey (.416) .......................................... 1998
10. 507 Jessica Dorrell (.220) .................................... 2007
Kills per set (minimum 5 sets)
1. 4.60 Krystal Osborne (147 sets) ............................. 1995
2. 4.51 Krystal Osborne (143 sets) ............................. 1994
3. 4.40 Kim Storey (117 sets) .................................... 1998
4. 4.36 Eftila Tanellari (105 sets) ............................... 2000
5. 4.34 Meredith Hays (120 sets) ............................... 2014
6. 4.26 Denitza Koleva (107 sets) ............................... 2006
7. 4.26 Sara Kincaid (124 sets) .................................. 2003
8. 4.20 Denise Baez (128 sets) .................................. 1996
9. 4.17 Yarleen Santiago (133 sets) ............................ 1999
10. 4.16 Eftila Tanellari (118 sets) ............................... 2001
Attack attempts
1. 1801 Krystal Osborne (676-289-1801) .................. 1995
2. 1720 Jaimie Torromeo (587-280-1720) ................. 1994
3. 1629 Krystal Osborne (645-257-1629) .................. 1994
4. 1516 Denise Baez (560-219-1516) ....................... 1995
5. 1492 Meredith Hays (521-272-1492) .................... 2014
6. 1417 Yarleen Santiago (555-175-1417)................. 1999
7. 1322 Meredith Hays (441-249-1322) .................... 2013
8. 1244 Jessica Dorrell (507-233-1244) ................... 2007
9. 1241 Denise Baez (538-149-1241) ....................... 1996
10. 1239 Eftila Tanellari (458-167-1239) .................... 2000
Attack pct. (minimum 5 kills)
1. .440 Caira Daugherty (36-3-75) ........................... 2006
2. .428 Libby Windell (332-63-628) .......................... 2001
3. .422 Evgeniya Rangelova (48-10-90) ..................... 2001
4. .416 Kim Storey (515-110-973) ........................... 1998
5. .382 Jessica Field (368-79-757) .......................... 1997
6. .376 Raymariely Santos (113-24-237) .................. 2011
7. .369 Libby Windell (385-89-802) .......................... 2002
8. .362 Jessica Field (430-102-906) ........................ 1998
9. .361 Kim Storey (338-94-676) ............................. 1996
10. .360 Kim Storey (314-82-645) ............................. 1997
Assists
1. 1670 Ning Zhao (116 sets) ..................................... 1998
2. 1588 Tina Rico (147 sets) ....................................... 1995
3. 1542 Tina Rico (128 sets) ....................................... 1996
4. 1512 Ning Zhao (129 sets) ..................................... 1999
5. 1501 Tina Rico (121 sets) ....................................... 1997
6. 1436 Roberta Tarnauskaite (124 sets) ...................... 2003
7. 1296 Roberta Tarnauskaite (111 sets) ...................... 2002
8. 1255 Tina Rico (143 sets) ....................................... 1994
9. 1212 Raymariely Santos (119 sets) .......................... 2012
10. 1203 Evgeniya Rangelova (104 sets) ........................ 2000
Assists per set (minimum 5 sets)
1. 14.40 Ning Zhao (116 sets) ..................................... 1998
2. 12.40 Tina Rico (121 sets) ....................................... 1997
3. 12.05 Tina Rico (128 sets) ....................................... 1996
4. 11.72 Ning Zhao (129 sets) ..................................... 1999
5. 11.68 Roberta Tarnauskaite (111 sets) ...................... 2002
6. 11.58 Roberta Tarnauskaite (124 sets) ...................... 2003
7. 11.57 Evgeniya Rangelova (104 sets) ........................ 2000
8. 10.80 Tina Rico (147 sets) ....................................... 1995
9. 10.18 Raymariely Santos (119 sets) .......................... 2012
10. 9.99 Raymariely Santos (112 sets) .......................... 2011
Service aces
1. 57 Jaimie Torromeo (143 sets) ............................ 1994
2. 51 Anna Velikanova (117 sets) ............................. 2001
3. 49 Tina Rico (128 sets) ....................................... 1996
 49 Anna Velikanova (116 sets) ............................. 2002
5. 48 Iva Docekalova (124 sets) ............................... 2003
6. 47 Yarleen Santiago (133 sets) ............................ 1999
7. 45 Jamie Rohme (118 sets) ................................. 1997
8. 44 Roberta Tarnauskaite (111 sets) ...................... 2002
9. 43 Jennifer Haaser (124 sets) ............................. 2003
10. 41 Jessica Dorrell (122 sets) ............................... 2007
 41 Lindsay Scanlan (122 sets) ............................. 2007
Service aces per set (minimum 5 sets)
1. 0.63 Anna Velikanova (63 sets) ............................... 2000
2. 0.44 Anna Velikanova (117 sets) ............................. 2001
3. 0.42 Anna Velikanova (116 sets) ............................. 2002
4. 0.40 Jaimie Torromeo (143 sets) ............................ 1994
5. 0.40 Roberta Tarnauskaite (111 sets) ...................... 2002
6. 0.39 Iva Docekalova (124 sets) ............................... 2003
7. 0.38 Tina Rico (128 sets) ....................................... 1996
8. 0.38 Jamie Rohme (118 sets) ................................. 1997
9. 0.37 Jessica Dorrell (107 sets) ............................... 2006
10. 0.35 Yarleen Santiago (133 sets) ............................ 1999
Digs
1. 570 Ashley Miller (119 sets).................................. 2007
2. 548 Ashley Miller (127 sets).................................. 2005
3. 530 Emily Helm (112 sets) .................................... 2013
4. 510 Ashley Miller (130 sets).................................. 2004
5. 503 Krystal Osborne (147 sets) ............................. 1995
6. 501 Jaimie Torromeo (143 sets) ............................ 1994
7. 498 Ashley Miller (107 sets).................................. 2006
8. 484 Emily Helm (123 sets) .................................... 2012
9. 477 Phoebe Bautista (121 sets) ............................. 2009
10. 470 Yarleen Santiago (133 sets) ............................ 1999
Digs per set (minimum 5 sets)
1. 4.79 Ashley Miller (119 sets).................................. 2007
2. 4.73 Emily Helm (112 sets) .................................... 2013
3. 4.65 Ashley Miller (107 sets).................................. 2006
4. 4.31 Ashley Miller (127 sets).................................. 2005
5. 3.94 Phoebe Bautista (121 sets) ............................. 2009
6. 3.93 Emily Helm (123 sets) .................................... 2012
7. 3.92 Ashley Miller (130 sets).................................. 2004
8. 3.57 Monica Bollinger (120 sets) ............................ 2014
9. 3.53 Yarleen Santiago (133 sets) ............................ 1999
10. 3.51 Christa Alvarez (112 sets) .............................. 2011
Block solos
1. 46 Denise Baez (134 sets) .................................. 1994
2. 44 Sara Kincaid (124 sets) .................................. 2003
3. 40 Jennifer Haaser (124 sets) ............................. 2003
4. 36 Jessica Field (117 sets).................................. 1998
5. 34 Amy Allison (122 sets) ................................... 2005
6. 32 Jessica Field (129 sets).................................. 1996
7. 29 Kim Storey (131 sets) .................................... 1996
 29 Denise Baez (145 sets) .................................. 1995
9. 28 Krystal Osborne (147 sets) ............................. 1995
10. 26 Sara Kincaid (113 sets) .................................. 2002
Block assists
1. 189 Amy Allison (122 sets) ................................... 2005
2. 186 Jessica Field (117 sets).................................. 1998
3. 184 Libby Windell (134 sets) ................................. 1999
4. 174 Jennifer Haaser (119 sets) ............................. 2001
5. 172 Karla Crose (132 sets) ................................... 2004
6. 171 Jennifer Haaser (132 sets) ............................. 2004
7. 156 Karla Crose (127 sets) ................................... 2005
8. 153 Sarah Freudenrich (122 sets) .......................... 2007
9. 151 Jessica Field (119 sets).................................. 1997
10. 149 Libby Windell (116 sets) ................................. 2002
Total blocks
1. 223 Amy Allison (122 sets) ................................... 2005
2. 222 Jessica Field (117 sets).................................. 1998
3. 209 Libby Windell (134 sets) ................................. 1999
4. 199 Jennifer Haaser (119 sets) ............................. 2001
5. 196 Jennifer Haaser (132 sets) ............................. 2004
6. 183 Sara Kincaid (124 sets) .................................. 2003
7. 182 Karla Crose (132 sets) ................................... 2004
8. 177 Sarah Freudenrich (122 sets) .......................... 2007
9. 175 Jessica Field (119 sets).................................. 1997
 175 Kim Storey (131 sets) .................................... 1996
Blocks per set (minimum 5 sets)
1. 1.90 Jessica Field (117 sets).................................. 1998
2. 1.83 Amy Allison (122 sets) ................................... 2005
3. 1.67 Jennifer Haaser (119 sets) ............................. 2001
4. 1.56 Libby Windell (134 sets) ................................. 1999
5. 1.50 Sara Kincaid (113 sets) .................................. 2002
6. 1.48 Jennifer Haaser (132 sets) ............................. 2004
7. 1.48 Sara Kincaid (124 sets) .................................. 2003
8. 1.47 Jessica Field (119 sets).................................. 1997
9. 1.47 Libby Windell (116 sets) ................................. 2002
10. 1.45 Sarah Freudenrich (122 sets) .......................... 2007
Points
1. 758.5 Krystal Osborne (676k 30a 28-49b) ............... 1995
2. 715.5 Krystal Osborne (645k 31a 20-39b) ............... 1994
3. 674.5 Yarleen Santiago (555k 47a 18-109b) ............ 1999
 674.5 Sara Kincaid (528k 33a 44-139b) .................. 2003
5. 674.0 Jaimie Torromeo (587k 57a 9-42b) ................ 1994
6. 638.5 Denise Baez (560k 21a 29-57b) .................... 1995
7. 635.5 Kim Storey (515k 37a 24-119b) .................... 1998
8. 603.0 Denise Baez (538k 26a 6-66b) ...................... 1996
9. 594.5 Jessica Dorrell (507k 41a 2-89b) ................... 2007
10. 582.0 Jessica Field (430k 23a 36-186b).................. 1998
Points per set (minimum 5 sets)
1. 5.44 Sara Kincaid (124 sets) .................................. 2003
2. 5.43 Kim Storey (117 sets) .................................... 1998
3. 5.16 Krystal Osborne (147 sets) ............................. 1995
4. 5.07 Yarleen Santiago (133 sets) ............................ 1999
5. 5.00 Krystal Osborne (143 sets) ............................. 1994
6. 4.97 Jessica Field (117 sets).................................. 1998
7. 4.87 Jessica Dorrell (122 sets) ............................... 2007
8. 4.87 Eftila Tanellari (105 sets) ............................... 2000
9. 4.87 Denitza Koleva (107 sets) ............................... 2006
10. 4.79 Jamie Rohme (109 sets) ................................. 1998
Ning Zhao set the Arkansas single-season assists re-
cord with 1,670 assists in 1998.
INDIVIDUAL SINGLE-SEASON
2015 @RAZORBACKVB RECORDS BOOK
Kills
1. 37 Yarleen Santiago ............................ Ole Miss ..........................................Oct. 9, 1998
2. 33 Krystal Osborne ............................. LSU ............................................. Nov. 12, 1995
3. 32 Krystal Osborne ............................. Alabama ...................................... Nov. 13, 1994
4. 31 Denise Baez .................................. Central Florida ............................... Sept. 9, 1995
 31 Krystal Osborne ............................. Ole Miss ......................................... Nov. 5, 1995
6. 30 Krystal Osborne ............................. at Auburn......................................Oct. 27, 1995
 30 Sara Kincaid .................................. vs North Texas ............................... Sept. 6, 2003
 30 Jessica Dorrell .............................. Mississippi State ............................Oct. 28, 2007
 30 Kelli Stipanovich ............................ Oral Roberts ................................. Aug. 30, 2011
10. 29 Krystal Osborne ............................. Alabama-Birmingham ..................... Sept. 2, 1994
 29 Jaimie Torromeo ............................ Southwest Texas ............................. Nov. 1, 1994
 29 Denitza Koleva ............................... Kentucky ......................................Oct. 22, 2006
 29 Christina Lawrence ......................... at Mississippi State ........................ Nov. 14, 2008
 29 Jasmine Norton ............................. LSU ............................................. Nov. 08, 2009
 29 Jasmine Norton ............................. vs UAB ....................................... Sept. 11, 2010
Attack attempts
1. 81 Denise Baez .................................. at Iowa ......................................... Sept. 9, 1995
 81 Jaimie Torromeo ............................ Southwest Texas State ......................Oct. 1, 1994
3. 79 Jamie Rohme ................................ at Pacifi c ..................................... Nov. 28, 1998
4. 78 Krystal Osborne ............................. at Mississippi State .........................Oct. 28, 1995
5. 77 Eftila Tanellari ............................... Texas ............................................ Nov. 8, 2000
6. 73 Jaimie Torromeo ............................ Iowa State ..................................... Dec. 2, 1994
 73 Krystal Osborne ............................. Mississisppi .................................... Nov. 5, 1995
 73 Yarleen Santiago ............................ at Tennessee .................................Oct. 10, 1999
9. 70 Denise Baez .................................. Central Florida ............................... Sept. 9, 1995
 70 Eftila Tanellari ............................... at Mississippi .................................Oct. 29, 2000
 70 Jaimie Torromeo ............................ at Mississippi State .........................Oct. 28, 1994
Attack percentage (10 attempts)
1. .917 Jennifer Haaser (11-0-12) ............ at Alabama-Birmingham ...................Oct. 4, 2001
2. .846 Jessica Field (11-0-13) ................ at Mississippi State .......................... Nov. 6, 1998
3. .800 Libby Windell (16-0-20) ................ at Auburn....................................... Nov. 9, 2001
 .800 Kelli Stipanovich (12-0-15)............ at Kentucky ................................. Sept. 27, 2009
5. .789 Eftila Tanellari (15-0-19) .............. Auburn ....................................... Sept. 30, 2001
 .789 Libby Windell (15-0-19) ................ UMKC ...........................................Oct. 22, 2001
7. .786 Kim Storey (11-0-14) ................... Kentucky ......................................Oct. 10, 1997
8. .778 Libby Windell (14-0-18) ................ Southern Illinois .............................Oct. 30, 2000
9. .769 Jessica Field (10-0-13) ................ Tennessee .....................................Oct. 12, 1997
10. .727 Jennifer Haaser (8-0-11) .............. Southwest Missouri ......................... Nov. 6, 2001
 .727 Christina Lawrence (16-0-22) .......... Pittsburgh .............................................Aug. 25, 
2007 
Assists
1. 88 Evgeniya Rangelova ........................ Tennessee .......................................Oct. 6, 2000
2. 84 Ning Zhao ..................................... at Pacifi c ..................................... Nov. 28, 1998
3. 77 Evgeniya Rangelova ........................ vs Miami (Ohio) .............................. Sept. 9, 2000
 77 Ning Zhao ..................................... at Tennessee .................................Oct. 10, 1999
 77 Tina Rico ...................................... at Ole Miss ....................................Oct. 17, 1997
6. 74 Evgeniya Rangelova ........................ at Pittsburg ................................... Sept. 8, 2000
 74 Ning Zhao ..................................... Ole Miss ..........................................Oct. 9, 1998
8. 72 Evgeniya Rangelova ........................ at Alabama .................................. Sept. 29, 2000
 72 Ning Zhao ..................................... No. 22 Illinois .............................. Sept. 18, 1998
10. 70 Ning Zhao ..................................... No. 5 Florida ................................ Nov. 22, 1998
 70 Ning Zhao ..................................... vs. Wisconsin ................................. Sept. 5, 1998
Service aces
1. 9 Anna Velikanova ............................. Oklahoma ................................... Sept. 12, 2000
2. 8 Lindsay Scanlan ............................. vs Norfolk State ............................. Sept. 1, 2007
3. 7 Anna Velikanova ............................. Auburn ....................................... Sept. 30, 2001
 7 Jaimie Torromeo ............................ Idaho State .................................... Dec. 3, 1994
5. 6 Heather Royal ............................... vs Temple ..................................... Sept. 1, 2007
 6 Jasmine Norton ............................. at Texas Christian .......................... Aug. 28, 2009
 6 Jasmine Norton ............................. Georgia ...................................... Sept. 17, 2010
 6 Anna Velikanova ............................. at Alabama .................................. Sept. 29, 2000
9. 5 Several Times
Digs
1. 36 Ashley Miller ................................. Mississippi ......................................Oct. 1, 2006
2. 33 Phoebe Bautista ............................ Auburn ........................................ Nov. 20, 2009
3. 32 Ashley Miller ................................. vs Utah ....................................... Sept. 10, 2005
4. 31 Amanda Sweatt .............................. Alabama ...................................... Nov. 13, 1994
 31 Ashley Miller ................................. Connecticut.................................. Nov. 24, 2007
 31 Ashley Miller ................................. Georgia ..........................................Oct. 5, 2007
7. 30 Yarleen Santiago ............................ at Butler ..................................... Sept. 18, 1997
8. 29 Ashley Miller ................................. SW Missouri State .......................... Nov. 16, 2004
 29 Ashley Miller ................................. at Auburn....................................... Nov. 9, 2007
 29 Ashley Miller ................................. Kentucky ......................................Oct. 22, 2004
 29 Ashley Miller ................................. at Georgia .....................................Oct. 23, 2005
 29 Jaimie Torromeo ............................ Southwest Texas State ......................Oct. 1, 1994
 29 Phoebe Bautista ............................ at Texas Christian .......................... Aug. 28, 2009
 29 Yarleen Santiago ............................ Ole Miss ..........................................Oct. 9, 1998
Solo blocks
1. 5 Denise Baez .................................. Iowa State ..................................... Dec. 2, 1994
 5 Denise Baez .................................. at Saint Mary’s............................. Sept. 16, 1994
 5 Jennifer Haaser ............................. at Georgia ...................................... Nov. 9, 2003
 5 Jennifer Haaser ............................. at University of Kansas .................. Sept. 12, 2003
5. 4 Amy Allison ................................... at Oklahoma ................................. Aug. 25, 2006
 4 Denise Baez .................................. at SW Louisiana ............................. Nov. 15, 1995
 4 Jennifer Haaser ............................. vs Toledo ..................................... Aug. 29, 2003
 4 Jennifer Haaser ............................. at Santa Clara ................................ Sept. 4, 2004
 4 Jessica Field ................................. Tennessee ................................... Sept. 25, 1998
 4 Melanie Davis ................................ Massachusetts ................................ Dec. 3, 1994
 4 Sara Kincaid .................................. South Carolina ............................. Sept. 28, 2003
Assist blocks
1. 18 Destiny Clark ................................. Ole Miss ..........................................Oct. 1, 2006
2. 13 Christina Lawrence ......................... Ole Miss ..........................................Oct. 1, 2006
3. 12 Amy Allison ................................... at Alabama ......................................Oct. 2, 2005
 12 Amy Allison ................................... LSU ................................................Oct. 5, 2005
 12 Karla Crose ................................... at Georgia .....................................Oct. 23, 2005
 12 Libby Windell ................................. Mississippi State ............................. Nov. 5, 1999
 12 Sarah Freudenrich .......................... at Tennessee ............................... Sept. 30, 2007
8. 11 Amy Allison ................................... vs Florida ..................................... Nov. 19, 2005
 11 Coens, Michelle ............................. at Ole Miss ....................................Oct. 29, 2000
 11 Jennifer Haaser ............................. Valparaiso .....................................Oct. 24, 2004
 11 Jessica Dorrell .............................. vs LSU ......................................... Nov. 19, 2004
 11 Melanie Davis ................................ SW Missouri State ........................... Sept. 2, 1995
Total blocks
1. 18 Destiny Clark ................................. Ole Miss ..........................................Oct. 1, 2006
2. 15 Libby Windell ................................. Mississippi State ............................. Nov. 5, 1999
3. 14 Amy Allison ................................... at Alabama ......................................Oct. 2, 2005
 14 Jennifer Haaser ............................. at Georgia ...................................... Nov. 9, 2003
 14 Karla Crose ................................... at Georgia .....................................Oct. 23, 2005
6. 13 Amy Allison ................................... LSU ................................................Oct. 5, 2005
 13 Amy Allison ................................... SLU ..............................................Oct. 11, 2005
 13 Christina Lawrence ......................... Ole Miss ..........................................Oct. 1, 2006
 13 Jennifer Haaser ............................. at Kansas .................................... Sept. 12, 2003
 13 Sarah Freudenrich .......................... at Tennessee ............................... Sept. 30, 2007
Points
1. 37.0 Jasmine Norton ............................. LSU ............................................... Nov. 8, 2009
2. 36.0 Kelli Stipanovich ............................ Oral Roberts ................................ Aug.  30, 2011
3. 32.5 Christina Lawrence ......................... at Mississippi State ........................ Nov. 14, 2008
4. 32.0 Jessica Dorrell .............................. Mississippi State ............................Oct. 28, 2007
5. 31.0 Jasmine Norton ............................. at Georgia ...................................... Nov. 4, 2011
 31.0 Jasmine Norton ............................. Georgia ...................................... Sept. 17, 2010
 31.0 Jessica Dorrell .............................. Pepperdine .................................. Aug. 25, 2007
8. 30.5 Denitza Koleva ............................... Kentucky ......................................Oct. 22, 2006
 30.5 Jasmine Norton ............................. vs Ala.-Birmingham ...................... Sept. 11, 2010
10. 29.5 Four times (most recent: Jasmine Norton vs. Auburn, Nov. 20, 2009)
Evgeniya Rangelova owns four of the top 10 performances in program history, in-





3s 26 Krystal Osborne ............. at Houston ..........9-1-95
 26 Krystal Osborne ............. at LSU ............11-10-95
4s 37 Yarleen Santiago ............ Ole Miss ............10-9-98
5s 33 Krystal Osborne ............. LSU ................11-12-95
Attempts
3s 55 Krystal Osborne ............. at Houston ...........9-1-95
4s 81 Jaimie Torromeo ............ SWTS ................10-1-94
5s 81 Denise Baez .................. at Iowa .............9-16-95
Attack pct.
3s .917 Jennifer Haaser ............. Ala.-Birm. ........10-4-01
4s .789 Libby Windell ................. vs. UMKC ...........10-22-01
5s .600 Kim Stoey  .................... Rhode Isl...........12-4-96
Aces
3s 9 Anna Velikanova............. Oklahoma ..........9-12-00
4s 7 Jaimie Torromeo ............ Idaho St. ...........12-3-94
5s 6 Anna Velikanova............. at Alabama ........9-29-00
 6 Heather Royal ............... vs Temple ............9-1-07
 6 Jasmine Norton ............. at TCU ..............8-28-09
 6 Jasmine Norton ............. Georgia.............9-17-10
Assists
3s 45 Caira Dortch .................. TN-Martin .........9-13-08
4s 54 Lindsay Scanlan ............. Miss. State. .....10-11-09
5s 68 Iva Docekalova .............. vs Pacifi c ............9-3-04
Digs
3s 26 Ashley Miller ................. ORU .................11-2-04
4s 31 Amanda Sweatt .............. Alabama .........11-13-94
5s 36 Ashley Miller ................. Ole Miss ............11-1-06
Blocks
3s 11 Jessica Field ................. LSU ................10-30-98
 11 Kim Storey .................... Indiana .............12-4-98
 11 Libby Windell ................. NT......................9-6-02
 11 Sara Kincaid .................. ORU ...............11-29-03
4s 15 Libby Windell ................. Miss. St. ............11-5-99
5s 18 Destiny Clark................. Ole Miss ............10-1-06
Points 
3s 22.0 Denitza Koleva............... at S. Car. .........10-27-06
4s 32.0 Jessica Dorrell .............. Miss St............10-28-07
5s 37.0 Jasmine Norton ............. LSU ..................11-8-09
Matches Played
FR: 37 Libby Windell .........................................1999
SO: 40 Krystal Osborne .....................................1995
 40 Tina Rico ..............................................1995
 40 Melanie Davis ........................................1995
 40 Jen Blankenbeckler ................................1995
 40 Amanda Sweatt ......................................1995
JR: 40 Denise Baez ..........................................1995
SR: 37 Denise Baez ..........................................1996
Games Played
FR: 149 Jessica Field .........................................1995
SO: 147 Tina Rico ..............................................1995
 147 Krystal Osborne .....................................1995
 147 Melanie Davis ........................................1995
JR: 132 Karla Crose ...........................................2004
SR: 132 Jennifer Haaser .....................................2004
Kills
FR: 645 Krystal Osborne .....................................1994
SO: 676 Krystal Osborne .....................................1995
JR: 560 Denise Baez ..........................................1995
SR: 528 Sara Kincaid ..........................................2003
Kills per set
FR: 4.51 Krystal Osborne .....................................1994
SO: 4.60 Krystal Osborne .....................................1995
JR: 4.42 Eftila Tanellari .......................................1999
SR: 4.40 Kim Storey ............................................1998
Total attempts
FR: 1629 Krystal Osborne .....................................1994
SO: 1720 Jaimie Torromeo ....................................1994
JR: 1516 Denise Baez ..........................................1995
SR: 1244 Jessica Dorrell .......................................2007
Attack pct. (min. 50 kills)
FR: .319 Tina Rico ..............................................1994
SO: .376 Raymariely Santos ..................................2011
JR: .422 Evgania Rangelova ..................................2001
SR: .416 Kim Storey ............................................1998
Assists
FR: 1255 Tina Rico ..............................................1994
SO: 1588 Tina Rico ..............................................1995
JR: 1670 Ning Zhao .............................................1998
SR: 1501 Tina Rico ..............................................1997
Assists per set
FR: 8.78 Tina Rico ..........................................1994
SO: 10.80 Tina Rico ..........................................1995
JR: 11.72 Ning Zhao ........................................1999
SR: 12.40 Tina Rico ..........................................1997
Service aces
FR: 39 Heather Royal........................................2007
SO: 57 Jaimie Torromeo ....................................1994
JR: 51 Anna Velikanova .....................................2001
SR: 41 Jessica Dorrell .......................................2007
Digs
FR: 510 Ashley Miller .........................................2004
SO: 548 Ashley Miller .........................................2005
JR: 498 Ashley Miller .........................................2006
SR: 570 Ashley Miller .........................................2007
Digs per set
FR: 3.92 Ashley Miller .........................................2004
SO: 4.31 Ashley Miller .........................................2005
JR: 4.65 Ashley Miller .........................................2006
SR: 4.79 Ashley Miller .........................................2007
Block solos
FR: 25 Jessica Field .........................................1995
 25 Jennifer Haaser .....................................2001
SO: 46 Denise Baez ..........................................1994
JR: 34 Amy Allison ...........................................2005
SR: 44 Sara Kincaid ..........................................2003
Block assists
FR: 184 Libby Windell .........................................1999
SO: 146 Kim Storey ............................................1995
JR: 189 Amy Allison ...........................................2005
SR: 166 Kim Storey ............................................1998
Total blocks
FR: 209 Libby Windell (25-184) ..........................1999
SO: 175 Kim Storey (29-146) .............................1996
JR: 223 Amy Allison (34-189) ............................2005
SR: 222 Jessica Field (36-186)...........................1998
Blocks per set
FR: 1.67 Jennifer Haaser .....................................2001
SO: 1.34 Kim Storey ............................................1996
JR: 1.83 Amy Allison ...........................................2005
SR: 1.90 Jessica Field .........................................1998
Arkansas’ all-time leader in digs, Ashley Miller holds every career digs record in program history and is second 
in Southeastern Conference history; she held the SEC record until the 2009 season.
SET/CLASS
2015 @RAZORBACKVB RECORDS BOOK
Kills
Year Player K
1994 Krystal Osborne .................................................645
1995 Krystal Osborne .................................................676
1996 Denise Baez ......................................................538
1997 Krystal Osborne .................................................415
1998 Kim Storey ........................................................515
1999 Yarleen Santiago ...............................................555
2000 Eftila Tanellari ...................................................458
2001 Eftila Tanellari ...................................................491
2002 Libby Windell.....................................................385
2003 Sara Kincaid ......................................................373
2004 Jennifer Haaser .................................................401
2005 Denitza Koleva ..................................................422
2006 Denitza Koleva ..................................................456
2007 Jessica Dorrell ..................................................507
2008 Kelli Stipanovich ................................................303
2009 Jasmine Norton .................................................487
2010 Jasmine Norton .................................................460
2011 Jasmine Norton .................................................403
Kills per set
Year Player Avg.
1994 Krystal Osborne (143 sets) ................................4.51
1995 Krystal Osborne (147 sets) ................................4.60
1996 Denise Baez (128 sets) ......................................4.20
1997 Krystal Osborne (123 sets) ................................3.37
1998 Kim Storey (117 sets) .......................................4.40
1999 Yarleen Santiago (133 sets) ...............................4.17
2000 Eftila Tanellari (105 sets) ...................................4.36
2001 Eftila Tanellari (118 sets) ...................................4.16
2002 Libby Windell (116 sets) ....................................3.32
2003 Sara Kincaid (124 sets) .....................................4.26
2004 Jennifer Haaser (132 sets) ................................3.04
2005 Denitza Koleva (122 sets) ..................................3.46
2006 Denitza Koleva (107 sets) ..................................4.26
2007 Jessica Dorrell (122 sets) ..................................4.16
2008 Christina Lawrence (91 sets) ..............................3.27
2009 Jasmine Norton (119 sets) .................................4.09
2010 Jasmine Norton (120 sets) .................................3.83
2011 Jasmine Norton (111 sets) .................................3.63
Total attempts
Year Player TA
1994 Jaimie Torromeo ..............................................1720
1995 Krystal Osborne ............................................. 1801*
1996 Denise Baez ....................................................1241
1997 Krystal Osborne ...............................................1019
1998 Jamie Rohme ..................................................1202
1999 Yarleen Santiago .............................................1417
2000 Eftila Tanellari .................................................1307
2001 Eftila Tanellari .................................................1219
2002 Anna Velikanova ..............................................1046
2003 Sara Kincaid ....................................................1058
2004 Denitza Koleva ................................................1133
2005 Denitza Koleva ................................................1162
2006 Denitza Koleva ................................................1193
2007 Jessica Dorrell ................................................1244
2008 Kelli Stipanovich ................................................884
2009 Jasmine Norton ...............................................1224
2010 Jasmine Norton ...............................................1181
2011 Jasmine Norton ...............................................1117
Attack pct.
Year Player (K-A-TA) Pct.
1994 Tina Rico (191-44-461) ................................. .319 
1995 Kim Storey (304-97-689) ............................... .300 
1996 Kim Storey (338-94-676) ............................... .361 
1997 Jessica Field (368-79-757) ............................ .382 
1998 Kim Storey (515-110-973) ............................. .416 
1999 Libby Windell (314-117-704) .......................... .280 
2000 Libby Windell (378-96-807) ............................ .349 
2001 Libby Windell (332-63-628) ............................ .428 
2002 Libby Windell (385-89-802) ............................ .369 
2003 Sara Kincaid (528-152-1058) ......................... .355 
2004 Jennifer Haaser (401-178-958) ...................... .233 
2005 Amy Allison (258-90-568) .............................. .296 
2006 Amy Allison (265-98-583) .............................. .286 
2007 Christina Lawrence (292-83-690) ................... .303 
2008 Christina Lawrence (298-87-710) ................... .297 
2009 Amanda Anderson (265-84-619) ..................... .292 
2010 Amanda Anderson (154-57-355) ..................... .273




1994 Tina Rico ........................................................1255
1995 Tina Rico ........................................................1588
1996 Tina Rico ........................................................1542
1997 Tina Rico ........................................................1501
1998 Ning Zhao .......................................................1670
1999 Ning Zhao .......................................................1512
2000 Evgeniya Rangelova..........................................1203
2001 Evgeniya Rangelova............................................765
2002 Roberta Tarnauskiate .......................................1296
2003 Roberta Tarnauskaite .......................................1436
2004 Iva Docekalova ..................................................851
2005 Nicole Martin ....................................................760
2006 Lindsay Scanlan .................................................668
2007 Nicole Martin ....................................................747
2008 Caira Daugherty Dortch ......................................564
2009 Lindsay Scanlan .................................................971
2010 Cassie Clarke ....................................................600
2011 Raymariely Santos ...........................................1119
Assists per set
Year Player Avg.
1994 Tina Rico (143 sets) ..........................................8.78
1995 Tina Rico (147 sets) ........................................10.80
1996 Tina Rico (128 sets) ........................................12.05
1997 Tina Rico (121 sets) ........................................12.40
1998 Ning Zhao (116 sets) ......................................14.40
1999 Ning Zhao (129 sets) ......................................11.72
2000 Evgeniya Rangelova (104 sets) .........................11.57
2001 Evgeniya Rangelova (119 sets) ...........................6.43
2002 Roberta Tarnauskaite (111 sets) .......................11.68
2003 Roberta Tarnauskaite (124 sets) .......................11.58
2004 Iva Docekalova (131 sets) ..................................6.50
2005 Nicole Martin (127 sets) ....................................5.98
2006 Lindsay Scanlan (107 sets) ................................6.24
2007 Nicole Martin (122 sets) ....................................6.12
2008 Caira Daugherty Dortch (83 sets) ........................6.80
2009 Lindsay Scanlan (99 sets) ..................................9.81
2010 Cassie Clarke (76 sets) ......................................7.89
2011 Raymariely Santos (112 sets) .............................9.99
Service aces
Year Player SA
1994 Jaimie Trromeo ...................................................57
1995 Kim Storey ..........................................................40
1996 Tina Rico ............................................................49
1997 Jamie Rohme ......................................................45
1998 Kim Storey ..........................................................37
1999 Yarleen Santiago .................................................47
2000 Anna Velikanova ..................................................40
2001 Anna Velikanova ..................................................51
2002 Anna Velikanova ..................................................49
2003 Iva Docekalova ....................................................48
2004 Amanda Eskridge .................................................35
2005 Denitza Koleva ....................................................37
2006 Jessica Dorrell ....................................................40
2007 Lindsay Scanlan ...................................................41
2008 Kelli Stipanovich ..................................................20
2009 Jasmine Norton ...................................................36
2010 Jasmine Norton ...................................................30
2011 Christa Alvarez ....................................................25
 Jasmine Norton ...................................................25
Service aces per set
Year Player Avg.
1994 Jaimie Torromeo (143 sets) ...............................0.40
1995 Kim Storey (146 sets) .......................................0.27
1996 Tina Rico (128 sets) ..........................................0.38
1997 Jamie Rohme (118 sets) ....................................0.38
1998 Kim Storey (117 sets) .......................................0.32
1999 Yarleen Santiago (133 sets) ...............................0.35
2000 Anna Velikanova (63 sets) ..................................0.63
2001 Anna Velikanova (117 sets) ................................0.44
2002 Anna Velikanova (116 sets) ................................0.42
2003 Iva Docekalova (124 sets) ..................................0.39
2004 Jennifer Haaser (132 sets) ................................0.27
 Amanda Eskridge (114 sets) ...............................0.31
2005 Denitza Koleva (127 sets) ..................................0.30
2006 Jessica Dorrell (107 sets) ..................................0.37
2007 Jessica Dorrell (122 sets) ..................................0.34
 Lindsay Scanlan (122 sets) ................................0.34
2008 Kelli Stipanovich (107 sets) ................................0.19
2009 Jasmine Norton (119 sets) .................................0.30
2010 Jasmine Norton (120 sets) .................................0.25
2011 Amanda Anderson (93 sets) ................................0.25
Digs
Year Player D
1994 Jaime Torromeo ................................................501
1995 Krystal Osborne .................................................503
1996 Krystal Osborne .................................................372
1997 Yarleen Santiago ...............................................413
1998 Yarleen Santiago ...............................................394
1999 Yarleen Santiago ...............................................470
2000 Eftila Tanellari ...................................................331
2001 Eftila Tanellari ...................................................385
2002 Anna Velikanova ................................................380
2003 Paula Castro .....................................................331
2004 Ashley Miller .....................................................510
2005 Ashley Miller .....................................................548
2006 Ashley Miller .....................................................498
2007 Ashley Miller .....................................................570
2008 Phoebe Bautista ................................................341
2009 Phoebe Bautista ................................................477
2010 Brooke Fournier .................................................373
2011 Christa Alvarez ..................................................393
Digs per game
Year Player Avg.
1994 Jaimie Torromeo (143 sets) ...............................3.50
1995 Krystal Osborne (147 sets) ................................3.42
1996 Krystal Osborne (130 sets) ................................2.86
1997 Yarleen Santiago (120 sets) ...............................3.44
1998 Yarleen Santiago (116 sets) ...............................3.40
1999 Yarleen Santiago (133 sets) ...............................3.53
2000 Eftila Tanellari (105 sets) ...................................3.15
2001 Eftila Tanellari (118 sets) ...................................3.26
2002 Anna Velikanova (116 sets) ................................3.28
2003 Paula Castro (123 sets) .....................................2.69
2004 Ashley Miller (132 sets) .....................................3.92
2005 Ashley Miller (127 sets) .....................................4.31
2006 Ashley Miller (107 sets) .....................................4.65
2007 Ashley Miller (122 sets) .....................................4.79
2008 Phoebe Bautista (109 sets) ................................3.13
2009 Phoebe Bautista (121 sets) ................................3.94
2010 Brooke Fournier (120 sets) ................................3.06
2011 Christa Alvarez (112 sets)..................................3.51
* - SEC Record





1994 Denise Baez ........................................................46
1995 Denise Baez ........................................................29
1996 Jessica Field .......................................................32
1997 Jessica Field .......................................................24
 Yarleen Santiago .................................................24
1998 Jessica Field .......................................................36
1999 Libby Windell.......................................................25
2000 Libby Windell.......................................................22
2001 Jennifer Haaser ...................................................25
2002 Sara Kincaid ........................................................26
2003 Sara Kincaid ........................................................44
2004 Jennifer Haaser ...................................................25
2005 Amy Allison .........................................................34
2006 Amy Allison .........................................................25
2007 Sarah Freudenich .................................................24
2008 Yun Tang ............................................................14
2009 Jasmine Norton .....................................................8
2010 Kelli Stipanovich ..................................................10
 Janeliss Torres ....................................................10
2011 Jasmine Norton ...................................................17
Block assists
Year Player ................................................................BA
1994 Denise Baez ......................................................108
1995 Jessica Field .....................................................144
1996 Kim Storey ........................................................146
1997 Jessica Field .....................................................151
1998 Jessica Field .....................................................186
1999 Libby Windell.....................................................184
2000 Annesia Crawford...............................................134
2001 Jennifer Haaser .................................................175
2002 Libby Windell.....................................................149
2003 Sara Kincaid ......................................................139
2004 Karla Crose .......................................................172
2005 Amy Allison .......................................................189
2006 Destiny Clark ....................................................123
2007 Sarah Freudenrich ..............................................153
2008 Yun Tang ............................................................78
2009 Amanda Anderson ................................................85
2010 Janeliss Torres ....................................................79 
2011 Roslandy Acosta ..................................................76
Total blocks
Year Player (BS-BA) TB
1994 Denise Baez (46-108) .......................................154
1995 Jessica Field (25-144) ......................................169
1996 Kim Storey (29-146) .........................................175
1997 Jessica Field (24-151) ......................................175
1998 Jessica Field (36-186) ......................................222
1999 Libby Windell (25-184) ......................................209
2000 Libby Windell (22-116) ......................................138
2001 Jennifer Haaser (25-174) ..................................199
2002 Sara Kincaid (26-144) .......................................170
 Libby Windell (21-149) ......................................170
2003 Sara Kincaid (44-139) .......................................183
2004 Jennifer Haaser (25-171) ..................................196
2005 Amy Allison (34-189) ........................................223
2006 Amy Allison (25-114) ........................................139
2007 Sarah Freudenrich (24-153) ...............................177
2008 Yun Tang (14-78) ................................................92
2009 Amanda Anderson (5-85) .....................................90
2010 Janeliss Torres (10-79) .......................................89
2011 Roslandy Acosta (9-76) .......................................85
Blocks per set
Year Player Avg.
1994 Denise Baez (134 sets)  .....................................1.15
1995 Jessica Field (149 sets) .....................................1.13
1996 Kim Storey (131 sets) .......................................1.34
1997 Jessica Field (119 sets) .....................................1.47
1998 Jessica Field (117 sets) .....................................1.90
1999 Libby Windell (134 sets) ....................................1.56
2000 Libby Windell (105 sets) ....................................1.31
2001 Jennifer Haaser (119 sets) ................................1.67
2002 Sara Kincaid (113 sets) .....................................1.50
2003 Sara Kincaid (124 sets) .....................................1.48
2004 Jennifer Haaser (132 sets) ................................1.48
2005 Amy Allison (122 sets) ......................................1.83
2006 Amy Allison (107 sets) ......................................1.30
2007 Sarah Freudenrich (122 sets)..............................1.45
2008 Yun Tang (93 sets) ............................................0.99
2009 Janeliss Torres (84 sets) ....................................0.77
2010 Janeliss Torres (86 sets) ....................................1.03
2011 Kasey Heckelman (75 sets) ................................1.03
Points
Year Player Pts.
1994 Krystal Osborne ..............................................715.5
1995 Krystal Osborne ..............................................758.5
1996 Denise Baez ...................................................638.5
1997 Yarleen Santiago ............................................519.5
1998 Jessica Field ..................................................582.0
1999 Yarleen Santiago ............................................674.5
2000 Eftila Tanellari ................................................511.5
2001 Eftila Tanellari ................................................559.0
2002 Libby Windell..................................................505.5
2003 Sara Kincaid ...................................................674.5
2004 Jennifer Haaser ..............................................546.5
2005 Denitza Koleva ...............................................494.5
2006 Denitza Koleva ...............................................521.0
2007 Jessica Dorrell ...............................................594.5
2008 Kelli Stipanoviach ...........................................334.0
2009 Jasmine Norton ..............................................557.0
2010 Jasmine Norton ..............................................512.5
2011 Jasmine Norton ..............................................467.5
Points per game
Year Player Avg.
1994 Krystal Osborne (143 sets) ................................5.00
1995 Krystal Osborne (147 sets) ................................5.16
1996 Denise Baez (128 sets) ......................................4.71
1997 Yarleen Santiago (120 sets) ...............................4.33
1998 Jessica Field (117 sets) .....................................4.97
1999 Yarleen Santiago (133 sets) ...............................5.07
2000 Eftila Tanellari (105 sets) ...................................4.87
2001 Eftila Tanellari (118 sets) ...................................4.74
2002 Libby Windell (116 sets) ....................................4.36
2003 Sara Kincaid (124 sets) .....................................5.44
2004 Jennifer Haaser (132 sets) ................................4.14
2005 Denitza Koleva (122 sets) ..................................4.05
2006 Denitza Koleva (107 sets) ..................................4.87
2007 Jessica Dorrell (122 sets) ..................................4.87
2008 Kelli Stipanoviach (107 sets) ..............................3.12
2009 Jasmine Norton (118 sets) .................................4.68
2010 Jasmine Norton (120 sets) .................................4.27
2011 Jasmine Norton (111 sets) .................................4.21
Between Jessica Field (left) and Denise Baez (right), the net was well defended for Arkansas during the early years of Razorback volleyball.
INDIVIDUAL YEARLY LEADERS
2015 @RAZORBACKVB RECORDS BOOK
Kills
1. 2170 (.271) ....................................................... 1996
2. 2138 (.220) ....................................................... 1995
 2138 (.300) ....................................................... 1997
4. 2093 (.294) ....................................................... 1998
5. 2084 (.220) ....................................................... 1994
6. 2071 (.228) ....................................................... 1999
7. 1887 (.231) ....................................................... 2005
8. 1878 (.261) ....................................................... 2003
9. 1858 (.186) ....................................................... 2004
10. 1833 (.258) ....................................................... 2002
Kills per set
1. 17.89 (117 sets) ................................................. 1998
2. 17.24 (124 sets) ................................................. 1997
3. 16.44 (132 sets) ................................................. 1996
4. 16.35 (105 sets) ................................................. 2000
5. 15.80 (116 sets) ................................................. 2002
6. 15.46 (134 sets) ................................................. 1999
7. 15.24 (119 sets) ................................................. 2001
8. 15.15 (124 sets) ................................................. 2003
9. 15.09 (107 sets) ................................................. 2006
10. 14.86 (127 sets) ................................................. 2005
Attack attempts
1. 5787 (2138-865-5787) .................................... 1995
2. 5665 (2084-835-5665) .................................... 1994
3. 5394 (2071-841-5394) .................................... 1999
4. 5145 (2170-778-5145) .................................... 1996
5. 5070 (1858-914-5070) .................................... 2004
6. 4992 (2138-640-4992) .................................... 1997
7. 4946 (2093-638-4946) .................................... 1998
8. 4854 (1887-766-4854) .................................... 2005
9. 4849 (1782-829-4849) .................................... 2007
10. 4606 (1717-670-4606) .................................... 2000
Attack pct.
1. .300 (2138-640-4992) ..................................... 1997
2. .294 (2093-638-4946) ..................................... 1998
3. .271 (2170-778-5145) ..................................... 1996
4. .263 (1813-617-4548) ..................................... 2001
5. .261 (1878-683-4577) ..................................... 2003
6. .258 (1833-666-4515) ..................................... 2002
7. .248 (1707-638-4313) ..................................... 2012
8. .235 (1470-571-3832) ..................................... 2011
9. .231 (1887-766-4854) ..................................... 2005
10. .228 (2071-841-5394) ..................................... 1999
Assists
1. 1888 (117 sets) .................................................. 1998
2. 1821 (134 sets) .................................................. 1999
3. 1795 (149 sets) .................................................. 1995
4. 1790 (132 sets) .................................................. 1996
5. 1745 (124 sets) .................................................. 1997
6. 1679 (127 sets) .................................................. 2005
7. 1668 (143 sets) .................................................. 1994
8. 1665 (132 sets) .................................................. 2004
9. 1654 (124 sets) .................................................. 2003
10. 1631 (122 sets) .................................................. 2007
Assists per set
1. 16.14 (117 sets) ................................................. 1998
2. 14.97 (105 sets) ................................................. 2000
3. 14.07 (124 sets) ................................................. 1997
4. 14.02 (116 sets) ................................................. 2002
5. 13.59 (134 sets) ................................................. 1999
6. 13.56 (107 sets) ................................................. 2006
7. 13.56 (132 sets) ................................................. 1996
8. 13.47 (119 sets) ................................................. 2001
9. 13.37 (122 sets) ................................................. 2007
10. 13.34 (124 sets) ................................................. 2003
Service aces
1. 215 (143 sets) .................................................... 1994
2. 213 (116 sets) .................................................... 2002
3. 209 (117 sets) .................................................... 1998
4. 207 (124 sets) .................................................... 2003
5. 192 (124 sets) .................................................... 1997
6. 191 (149 sets) .................................................... 1995
7. 188 (132 sets) .................................................... 1996
8. 187 (134 sets) .................................................... 1999
9. 185 (122 sets) .................................................... 2007
10. 183 (132 sets) .................................................... 2004
Service aces per set
1. 1.84 (116 sets) ................................................... 2002
2. 1.79 (117 sets) ................................................... 1998
3. 1.67 (124 sets) ................................................... 2003
4. 1.55 (124 sets) ................................................... 1997
5. 1.52 (122 sets) ................................................... 2007
6. 1.50 (143 sets) ................................................... 1994
7. 1.49 (119 sets) ................................................... 2001
8. 1.43 (105 sets) ................................................... 2000
9. 1.42 (132 sets) ................................................... 1996
10. 1.40 (134 sets) ................................................... 1999
Service attempts
1. 3447 (132 sets) .................................................. 2004
2. 3361 (127 sets) .................................................. 2005
3. 3267 (124 sets) .................................................. 2003
4. 3182 (122 sets) .................................................. 2007
5. 3063 (116 sets) .................................................. 2002
6. 2881 (107 sets) .................................................. 2006
7. 2761 (123 sets) .................................................. 2012
8. 2584 (120 sets) .................................................. 2014
9. 2581 (122 sets) .................................................. 2010
10. 2576 (121 sets) .................................................. 2009
Digs
1. 2548 (149 sets) .................................................. 1995
2. 2389 (143 sets) .................................................. 1994
3. 2144 (134 sets) .................................................. 1999
4. 2117 (124 sets) .................................................. 1997
5. 1995 (132 sets) .................................................. 2004
6. 1926 (117 sets) .................................................. 1998
7. 1869 (127 sets) .................................................. 2005
8. 1846 (122 sets) .................................................. 2007
9. 1844 (132 sets) .................................................. 1996
10. 1841 (123 sets) .................................................. 2012
Digs per set
1. 17.12 (105 sets) ................................................. 2000
2. 17.10 (149 sets) ................................................. 1995
3. 17.07 (124 sets) ................................................. 1997
4. 16.71 (143 sets) ................................................. 1994
5. 16.46 (117 sets) ................................................. 1998
6. 16.07 (107 sets) ................................................. 2006
7. 16.00 (134 sets) ................................................. 1999
8. 15.15 (116 sets) ................................................. 2002
9. 15.13 (122 sets) ................................................. 2007
10. 15.11 (132 sets) ................................................. 2004
Block solos
1. 138 (149 sets) .................................................... 1995
2. 121 (143 sets) .................................................... 1994
3. 106 (124 sets) .................................................... 1997
 106 (117 sets) .................................................... 1998
5. 99 (124 sets) ...................................................... 2003
6. 97 (132 sets) ...................................................... 1996
7. 91 (134 sets) ...................................................... 1999
8. 69 (116 sets) ...................................................... 2002
9. 61 (119 sets) ...................................................... 2001
10. 60 (132 sets) ...................................................... 2004
Block assists
1. 758 (134 sets) .................................................... 1999
2. 724 (127 sets) .................................................... 2005
3. 709 (132 sets) .................................................... 2004
4. 652 (117 sets) .................................................... 1998
5. 649 (119 sets) .................................................... 2001
6. 640 (116 sets) .................................................... 2002
7. 606 (122 sets) .................................................... 2007
8. 595 (149 sets) .................................................... 1995
9. 593 (124 sets) .................................................... 1997
10. 582 (132 sets) .................................................... 1996
Total blocks
1. 470.0 (134 sets) ................................................. 1999
2. 435.5 (149 sets) ................................................. 1995
3. 432.0 (117 sets) ................................................. 1998
4. 417.0 (127 sets) ................................................. 2005
5. 414.5 (132 sets) ................................................. 2004
6. 402.5 (124 sets) ................................................. 1997
7. 389.0 (116 sets) ................................................. 2002
8. 388.0 (132 sets) ................................................. 1996
9. 385.5 (119 sets) ................................................. 2001
10. 365.5 (124 sets) ................................................. 2003
Blocks per set
1. 3.69 (117 sets) ................................................... 1998
2. 3.51 (134 sets) ................................................... 1999
3. 3.35 (116 sets) ................................................... 2002
4. 3.28 (127 sets) ................................................... 2005
5. 3.25 (124 sets) ................................................... 1997
6. 3.24 (119 sets) ................................................... 2001
7. 3.14 (132 sets) ................................................... 2004
8. 2.95 (124 sets) ................................................... 2003
9. 2.94 (105 sets) ................................................... 2000
10. 2.94 (132 sets) ................................................... 1996
Points
1. 2764.5 (2138k 191a 138-595b) ......................... 1995
2. 2746.0 (2170k 188a 97-582b) ........................... 1996
3. 2734.0 (2093k 209a 106-652b) ......................... 1998
4. 2732.5 (2138k 192a 106-593b) ......................... 1997
5. 2728.0 (2071k 187a 91-758b) ........................... 1999
6. 2644.0 (2084k 215a 121-448b) ......................... 1994
7. 2455.5 (1858k 183a 60-709b) ........................... 2004
8. 2450.5 (1878k 207a 99-533b) ........................... 2003
9. 2435.0 (1833k 213a 69-640b) ........................... 2002
10. 2427.0 (1887k 123a 55-724b) ........................... 2005
Points per set
1. 23.37 (117 sets) ................................................. 1998
2. 22.04 (124 sets) ................................................. 1997
3. 20.99 (116 sets) ................................................. 2002
4. 20.80 (132 sets) ................................................. 1996
5. 20.72 (105 sets) ................................................. 2000
6. 20.36 (134 sets) ................................................. 1999
7. 19.96 (119 sets) ................................................. 2001
8. 19.76 (124 sets) ................................................. 2003
9. 19.23 (107 sets) ................................................. 2006
10. 19.11 (127 sets) ................................................. 2005
With a roster that included Kim Storey, the 1997 team 
is the only group in program history to post a .300 hit-




1. 105 ....... Tennessee ...................................Oct. 6, 2000
2. 101 ....... at Pacifi c ..................................Nov. 28, 1998
3. 97 ......... at Tennessee .............................Oct. 10, 1999
4. 94 ......... South Carolina ...........................Nov. 23, 1996
5. 92 ......... at Ole Miss ................................Nov. 17, 1996
6. 91 ......... at Nebraska............................... Sept. 5, 1997
 91 ......... Ole Miss ......................................Oct. 9, 1998
8. 89 ......... at Pittsburg ............................... Sept. 8, 2000
9. 88 ......... Alabama ...................................Nov. 13, 1994
10. 87 ......... SMS .........................................Nov. 16, 2004
Attack attempts
1. 268 ....... Tennessee ...................................Oct. 6, 2000
2. 254 ....... at Pacifi c ..................................Nov. 28, 1998
3. 244 ....... Texas .........................................Nov. 8, 2000
4. 239 ....... at Ole Miss ................................Oct. 29, 2000
5. 238 ....... vs Wisconsin .............................. Sept. 5, 1998
6. 235 ....... Alabama ...................................Nov. 13, 1994
7. 230 ....... SW Texas State .............................Oct. 1, 1994
8. 229 ....... Ole Miss ....................................Oct. 13, 2000
9. 228 ....... at Mississippi State .....................Oct. 28, 1994
10. 227 ....... at Ole Miss ................................Nov. 17, 1996
 227 ....... #5 Florida.................................Nov. 22, 1998
 227 ....... at Tennessee .............................Oct. 10, 1999
Attack pct. (10 attempts)
1. .494 ...... Alabama (47-6-83) ..................Nov. 23, 2002
2. .451 ...... at UAB (49-8-91) .......................Oct. 4, 2001
3. .437 ...... at Georgia (59-14-103) ............Oct. 29, 2006
4. .432 ...... So. Carolina (46-8-88) ............ Sept. 28, 2003
5. .430 ...... vs Grambling (43-9-79) ........... Aug. 29, 2009
 .430 ...... So. Carolina; .............................. 11/11/2011
7. .429 ...... Grambling (42-12-70) ............. Aug. 28, 2010
8. .423 ...... North Texas (50-9-97) .............. Sept. 6, 2002
9. .421 ...... McNeese State ............................. 8/27/2011
10.. .419 ...... vs Akron (46-10-86) ................ Sept. 4, 2010
Assists
1. 99 ......... Tennessee ...................................Oct. 6, 2000
2. 97 ......... at Pacifi c ..................................Nov. 28, 1998
3. 85 ......... Ole Miss ......................................Oct. 9, 1998
4. 84 ......... at Tennessee .............................Oct. 10, 1999
 84 ......... at Pittsburgh ............................. Sept. 9, 2000
6. 81 ......... vs Miami (Ohio) .......................... Sept. 9, 2000
7. 80 ......... SW Missouri State .......................Nov. 16, 2004
 80 ......... at Ole Miss ................................Nov. 17, 1996
9. 79 ......... #22 Illinois ............................. Sept. 18, 1998
10. 78 ......... Kansas State ............................. Sept. 2, 2005
The 2004 team tallied 87 kills, the No. 10 total in program history, against Southwest Missouri State in the regular-season finale at Barnhill Arena.
Service aces
1. 19 ......... vs Norfolk State ......................... Sept. 1, 2007
2. 15 ......... Auburn .......................................Oct. 5, 2003
 15 ......... Auburn ................................... Sept. 30, 2001
4. 14 ......... vs Temple ................................. Sept. 1, 2007
5. 13 ......... at Xavier ................................. Sept. 24, 1994
 13 ......... vs Utah State ............................ Aug. 31, 2002
 13 ......... at Ole Miss ..................................Nov. 7, 1998
8. 12 ......... Grambling ................................ Aug. 28, 2010
 12 ......... vs SE Missouri State ................... Aug. 30, 2002
 12 ......... vs Alabama ...............................Nov. 22, 2003
Digs
1. 125 ....... Central Florida ........................... Sept. 9, 1995
2. 112 ....... Tennessee ...................................Oct. 6, 2000
3. 108 ....... Alabama ...................................Nov. 13, 1994
4. 107 ....... at Pittsburgh ............................. Sept. 8, 2000
5. 105 ....... Ole Miss ......................................Nov. 5, 1005
 105 ....... Idaho State ................................ Dec. 3, 1994
 105 ....... Texas .........................................Nov. 8, 2000
 105 ....... at Pacifi c ..................................Nov. 28, 1998
9. 101 ....... Stephen F. Austin ....................... Sept. 1, 2006
10. 99 ......... Valparaiso .................................Oct. 24, 2004
Block solos
1. 13 ......... at Oral Roberts ..........................Oct. 25, 1995
2. 11 ......... Central Florida ........................... Sept. 9, 1995
3. 10 ......... at SW Louisiana ..........................Nov. 15, 1995
4. 9 ........... at Kansas ................................ Sept. 12, 2003
5. 8 ........... Northern Illinois ........................ Aug. 31, 1996
 8 ........... Oral Roberts ............................ Sept. 10, 1994
 8 ........... at St. Mary’s ............................ Sept. 16, 1994
 8 ........... North Carolina State ................... Sept. 3, 1994
 8 ........... at Georgia ................................... Nov 9, 2003
Block assists
1. 46 ......... Ole Miss ......................................Oct. 1, 2006
2. 42 ......... Mississippi State ..........................Nov. 5, 1999
3. 41 ......... Valparaiso .................................Oct. 24, 2004
4. 37 ......... Saint Louis ................................Oct. 11, 2005
5. 36 ......... at Mississippi State .....................Nov. 14, 2004
 36 ......... Oral Roberts ..............................Nov. 25, 2000
 36 ......... Oral Roberts ..............................Nov. 29, 2003
 36 ......... LSU ............................................Oct. 5, 2005
 36 ......... at Auburn ...................................Oct. 8, 2004
 36 ......... at Tennessee .............................Oct. 10, 1999
 36 ......... at Georgia .................................Oct. 23, 2005
 36 ......... at Tennessee ........................... Sept. 30, 2007
Total blocks
1. 24.0 ...... Mississippi State ..........................Nov. 5, 1999
 24.0 ...... Ole Miss ......................................Oct. 1, 2006
3. 23.0 ...... at Georgia .................................Oct. 23, 2005
4. 22.0 ...... at Tennessee .............................Oct. 10, 1999
5. 21.5 ...... Saint Louis ................................Oct. 11, 2005
 21.5 ...... Valparaiso .................................Oct. 24, 2004
7. 20.0 ...... vs Georgetown ............................ Dec. 3, 1999
 20.0 ...... at Georgia ...................................Nov. 9, 2003
 20.0 ...... Oral Roberts ..............................Nov. 25, 2000
 20.0 ...... Oral Roberts ..............................Nov. 29, 2003
 20.0 ...... Ole Miss ......................................Oct. 1, 2004
 20.0 ...... LSU ............................................Oct. 5, 2005
 20.0 ...... Mississippi State ........................Oct. 15, 2000
 20.0 ...... at Georgia .................................Oct. 23, 1998
 20.0 ...... at Kansas ................................ Sept. 12, 2003
 20.0 ...... South Carolina ......................... Sept. 24, 2006
 20.0 ...... at Tennessee ........................... Sept. 30, 2007
BY SET
Kills
3s 77 .............. at UT-Arlington ................... Sept. 13, 1998
4s 91 .............. Ole Miss .................................Oct. 9, 1998
5s 105 ............ Tennessee ..............................Oct. 6, 2000
Attempts
3s 196 ............ at Illinois ............................. Sept. 9, 1997
4s 235 ............ Alabama ..............................Nov. 13, 1994
5s 268 ............ Tennessee ..............................Oct. 6, 2000
Aces
3s 19 .............. vs Norfolk State .................... Sept. 1, 2007
4s 15 .............. Auburn ..................................Oct. 5, 2003
5s 14 .............. vs Temple ............................. Sept. 1, 2007
Assists
3s 55 .............. at Georgia ............................Oct. 29, 2006
4s 68 .............. Mississippi State ...................Oct. 28, 2007
5s 80 .............. SMS ....................................Nov. 16, 2004
Digs
3s 93 .............. at Mississippi State ................Oct. 15, 1995
4s 125 ............ Central Florida ...................... Sept. 9, 1995
5s 112 ............ Tennessee ..............................Oct. 6, 2000
Blocks
3s 20.0 ........... Oral Roberts .........................Nov. 29, 2003
 20.0 ........... Mississippi State ...................Oct. 15, 2000
4s 24.0 ........... Mississippi State .....................Nov. 5, 1999
5s 24.0 ........... Ole Miss .................................Oct. 1, 2006
TEAM MATCH
2015 @RAZORBACKVB RECORDS BOOK
OVERALL TEAM STATISTICS
Year M G K E TA PCT AST SA SE RE DG BS BA TB BE BHE KPG DPG BPG
1994 36 143 2084 835 5665 .220 1668 215 246 227 2389 121 448 345 152 101 14.57 16.71 2.41
1995 40 149 2138 865 6787 .220 1795 191 158 244 2548 138 595 436 148 71 14.35 17.10 2.92
1996 37 132 2170 778 5145 .271 1790 188 258 187 1844 97 582 388 111 52 16.44 13.97 2.94
1997 36 123 2138 640 4992 .300 1745 192 207 143 2117 106 593 403 122 59 17.38 17.21 3.27
1998 35 117 2093 638 4946 .294 1888 209 273 107 1926 106 652 432 115 64 17.89 16.46 3.69
1999 37 134 2071 841 5394 .228 1821 187 247 161 2144 91 758 470 119 45 15.46 16.00 3.51
2000 30 109 1794 690 4802 .230 1642 154 183 144 1880 55 548 329 89 57 16.46 17.25 3.02
2001 33 119 1813 617 4548 .263 1603 177 161 174 1797 61 649 385.5 87 49 15.24 15.10 3.24
2002 33 116 1833 666 4515 .258 1626 213 267 150 1757 69 640 389.0 59 65 15.80 15.15 3.35
2003 34 124 1878 683 4577 .261 1654 207 276 222 1729 99 533 365.5 63 85 15.15 13.94 2.95
2004 33 132 1858 914 5070 .186 1665 183 271 226 1995 60 709 414.5 95 102 14.08 15.11 3.14
2005 33 127 1887 766 4854 .231 1679 123 216 193 1869 55 724 417.0 85 109 14.86 14.72 3.28
2006 29 107 1615 685 4315 .216 1451 140 205 158 1719 50 506 303.0 82 83 15.09 16.07 2.83
2007 31 122 1782 829 4849 .197 1631 185 208 214 1846 50 606 353.0 94 68 14.61 15.13 2.89
2008 30 109 1272 574 3668 .190 1158 113 200 157 1402 32 319 191.5 72 37 11.67 12.86 1.76
2009 31 121 1579 655 4150 .223 1457 139 200 138 1653 32 369 216.5 66 42 13.05 13.66 1.79
2010 31 122 1515 672 3995 .211 1377 137 228 145 1511 50 417 258.5 99 39 12.42 12.39 2.12
2011 31 112 1470 571 3832 .235 1357 136 180 119 1568 59 423 270.5 76 39 13.12 14.00 2.42
Total 600 2,218 32,990 12,919 86,104 .233 29,007 3,089 3,984 3,109 33,694 1,331 10,071 6,367.5 1,734 1,167 14.87 15.19 2.87
RECORD BREAKDOWN
Year Overall Home Away Neut.  Conf. NC Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 3-g 4-g 5-g TV 
1994 19-17 9-6 7-7 3-4 10-5 9-12 0-0 7-8 5-5 5-2 2-2 5-3 9-11 5-3 0-0
1995 25-15 10-3 9-6 6-6 11-4 14-11 0-0 9-6 7-4 8-2 1-3 13-6 8-5 4-4 2-1
1996 26-11 15-3 8-6 3-2 11-4 15-7 4-0 6-6 7-1 8-3 1-1 17-5 6-3 3-3 0-2
1997 30-6 14-1 10-4 6-1 13-2 17-4 3-0 9-3 7-2 10-0 1-1 22-2 7-2 1-2 2-0
1998 29-6 17-2 10-2 2-2 14-1 15-5 0-0 10-2 8-1 9-2 2-1 24-1 5-3 0-2 0-3
1999 30-7 14-0 11-5 5-2 14-1 16-6 0-0 10-4 10-1 9-1 1-1 13-5 13-2 4-0 3-1
2000 16-14 11-6 5-3 0-5 9-6 7-8 0-0 3-8 8-3 5-3 0-0 10-7 4-3 2-4 0-3
2001 21-12 10-1 8-7 3-4 12-3 9-9 0-1 6-4 9-2 6-5 0-0 14-4 6-4 1-4 0-2
2002 27-6 13-4 11-2 3-0 14-2 13-4 3-0 8-3 6-2 10-1 0-0 16-3 9-2 2-1 2-2
2003 27-7 11-0 8-4 8-3 15-1 12-6 1-2 9-2 8-0 8-2 1-1 13-3 11-3 3-1 1-2
2004 17-16 10-4 4-9 3-3 10-6 7-10 0-0 3-8 9-2 5-5 0-1 6-4 4-9 7-3 0-3
2005 21-12 11-4 5-6 5-2 11-5 10-7 3-0 6-5 7-3 4-3 1-1 10-5 4-4 7-3 2-1
2006 16-13 10-4 4-8 2-1 9-11 7-2 4-0 6-3 4-5 2-4 0-1 7-7 6-4 3-2 0-2
2007 12-19 6-10 4-7 2-2 6-14 6-5 4-1 3-8 3-5 2-5 0-0 4-9 2-5 6-5 1-1
2008 7-23 4-10 3-10 0-3 4-16 3-7 0-3 4-6 2-7 1-7 0-0 4-14 0-5 3-4 0-1
2009 13-18 6-8 4-9 3-1 7-13 6-5 1-2 6-6 4-5 2-5 0-0 7-8 2-2 4-8 1-3
2010 14-17 8-6 4-9 2-2 8-12 6-5 4-0 4-7 4-6 2-6 0-0 4-6 7-6 3-5 0-3
2011 18-13 8-6 6-7 4-0 10-10 8-3 2-2 8-3 6-3 2-5 0-0 14-5 3-2 1-6 1-2 
Totals 368-232 187-78 121-111 60-43 188-116 180-116 29-11 117-92 114-57 98-61 10-13 203-97 106-75 59-60 15-32
DAYS OF THE WEEK
Year M Tu. W Th. F Sa. Su.
1994 0-1 0-0 0-1 0-1 8-2 2-9 9-3
1995 1-1 0-0 2-0 0-1 11-3 6-4 5-6
1996 1-0 0-0 0-1 1-0 11-4 6-2 7-4
1997 1-0 1-0 0-0 2-0 9-4 7-1 10-1
1998 1-1 2-0 0-0 1-0 11-3 7-1 7-1
1999 2-0 0-0 1-0 0-1 14-2 6-2 7-2
2000 2-0 1-0 1-1 0-0 6-6 1-5 5-2
2001 3-0 1-0 0-0 1-1 7-5 3-3 6-3
2002 0-0 2-0 2-0 0-1 12-1 5-2 6-2
2003 0-0 0-0 2-1 0-0 12-1 5-4 8-1
2004 0-0 3-0 0-1 0-0 7-8 1-5 6-2
2005 0-0 1-1 1-1 0-0 8-6 5-3 6-1
2006 0-0 0-0 0-2 1-0 8-6 3-0 4-5
2007 0-0 1-0 0-0 0-0 4-10 4-2 3-7
2008 0-0 0-0 1-3 0-0 3-8 1-5 2-7
2009 0-0 2-0 0-2 0-0 6-6 2-4 3-6
2010 0-0 1-1 0-2 0-0 6-7 3-2 4-5
2011 0-0 0-2 1-0 0-0 10-4 3-1 4-5
Totals 11-3 15-4 11-15 6-5 153-86 70-55 102-64
TEAM YEAR-BY-YEAR
ARKANSASRAZORBACKS.COM
KRYSTAL OSBORNE -- #12 -- LAS VEGAS, NEV. -- 1994-97
Season GP MP K KPG E TA Pct A APG SA SAPG SE DIG DPG RE BS BA TB BPG BE BHE PTS PPG
1994  143 36 645 4.51 257 1629 .238 17 0.12 31 0.22 36 430 3.01 64 20 39 59 0.41 16 5 715.5 5.00
1995  147 40 676 4.60 289 1801 .215 20 0.14 30 0.20 34 503 3.42 46 28 49 77 0.52 20 2 758.5 5.16
1996  130 37 449 3.45 222 1177 .193 12 0.09 20 0.15 47 372 2.86 39 8 45 53 0.41 20 2 499.5 3.84
1997  123 36 415 3.37 171 1019 .239 20 0.16 25 0.20 51 354 2.88 32 15 40 55 0.45 13 6 475.0 3.86
TOTAL 543 149 2185 4.02 939 5626 .221 69 0.13 106 0.20 168 1659 3.06 181 71 173 244 0.45 69 15 2448.5 4.51
Krystal Osborne’s 1,000th career kill came in game two at home against No. 25 Georgia Oct, 24, 1995.  Osborne went on to become the only player in school history with 2,000 or more 
career kills.  That impressive mark came with her fi rst kill in game three against Tennessee Oct. 12, 1997.
JASMINE NORTON -- #5 -- ROWLETT, TEXAS -- 2009-PRES.
Season GP MP K KPG E TA Pct A APG SA SAPG SE DIG DPG RE BS BA TB BPG BE BHE PTS PPG
2009  119 31 487 4.09 210 1224 .226 13 0.11 36 0.30 34 272 2.29 6 8 52 60 0.50 10 2 557.0 4.68
2010  120 31 460 3.83 212 1181 .210 8 0.07 30 0.25 35 255 2.12 7 4 37 41 0.34 12 1 512.5 4.27
2011  111 31 403 3.63 178 1117 .201 19 0.17 25 0.23 26 229 2.06 5 17 45 62 0.56 16 0 467.5 4.21
TOTAL 350 93 1350 3.86 600 3522 .213 40 0.11 91 0.26 95 756 2.16 18 29 134 163 0.47 38 3 1537.0 4.39 With her ninth kill 
against Georgetown--a crosscourt putaway in the second set--on Sept. 3, 2011, Jasmine Norton became the 14th player in program history with 1,000 career kills. She accomplished the 
milestone in the 69th match of her Razorback career.
DENITZA KOLEVA -- #1 -- SOFIA, BULGARIA -- 2003-06
Season GP MP K KPG E TA Pct A APG SA SAPG SE DIG DPG RE BS BA TB BPG BE BHE PTS PPG
2003  124 34 373 3.01 144 993 .231 11 0.09 31 0.25 57 170 1.37 26 2 51 53 0.43 11 4 431.5 3.48
2004  132 33 344 2.61 191 1133 .135 12 0.09 31 0.23 40 209 1.58 26 9 62 71 0.54 24 3 415.0 3.14
2005  122 32 422 3.46 190 1162 .200 28 0.23 37 0.30 44 324 2.66 49 3 65 68 0.56 16 3 494.5 4.05
2006  107 29 456 4.26 168 1193 .241 32 0.30 29 0.27 36 359 3.36 44 4 64 68 0.64 8 3 521.0 4.87
TOTAL 485 128 1595 3.29 693 4481 .201 83 0.17 128 0.26 177 1062 2.19 145 18 242 260 0.54 59 13 1862.0 3.84
Denitza Koleva became the 10th player in Razorback history to record her 1,000th-career kill during her junior season in 2005.  She reached the mark in game one at Georgia Oct. 23, 2005. 
KIM STOREY -- #4 -- BELLVUE, NEBRASKA -- 1995-98       
Season GP MP K KPG E TA Pct A APG SA SAPG SE DIG DPG RE BS BA TB BPG BE BHE PTS PPG
1995  146 40 304 2.08 97 689 .300 74 0.51 40 0.27 19 385 2.64 57 18 106 124 0.85 22 5 415.0 2.84
1996  131 27 338 2.58 94 676 .361 23 0.18 27 0.21 23 126 0.96 25 29 146 175 1.34 21 6 467.0 3.56
1997  117 36 314 2.68 82 645 .360 53 0.45 31 0.26 17 317 2.71 22 20 93 113 0.97 17 6 411.5 3.51
1998  117 35 515 4.40 110 973 .416 28 0.24 37 0.32 25 315 2.69 26 24 119 143 1.22 12 2 635.5 5.43
TOTAL 511 138 1471 2.88 383 2983 .365 178 0.35 135 0.26 84 1143 2.24 130 91 464 555 1.09 72 19 1929.0 3.77
Kim Storey recorded her career 1,000th kill in tournament action against Butler Sept. 5, 1998.  Arkansas won the match.
LIBBY WINDELL -- #33 -- GRESHAM, OREGON -- 1999-02  
Season GP MP K KPG E TA Pct A APG SA SAPG SE DIG DPG RE BS BA TB BPG BE BHE PTS PPG
1999  134 37 314 2.34 117 704 .280 11 0.08 1 0.01 2 23 0.17 1 25 184 209 1.56 22 1 432.0 3.22
2000  105 29 378 3.60 96 807 .349 5 0.05 2 0.02 5 46 0.44 4 22 116 138 1.31 20 3 460.0 4.38
2001  118 33 332 2.81 63 628 .428 7 0.06 0 0.00 0 27 0.23 3 14 140 154 1.31 16 2 416.0 3.53
2002  116 33 385 3.32 89 802 .369 26 0.22 25 0.22 43 77 0.66 1 21 149 170 1.47 14 2 505.5 4.35
TOTAL 473 132 1409 2.98 365 2941 .355 49 0.10 28 0.06 50 173 0.37 9 82 589 671 1.42 72 8 1813.5 3.83
Libby Windell collected her career 1,000th-kill in the second game of an upset win over No. 20 South Carolina, Nov. 17, 2001, at the SEC Tournament.
DENISE BAEZ -- #2 -- GUAYNABO, PUERTO RICO -- 1994-96         
Season GP MP K KPG E TA Pct A APG SA SAPG SE DIG DPG RE BS BA TB BPG BE BHE PTS PPG
1994  134 34 279 2.08 71 737 .282 30 0.22 21 0.16 31 316 2.36 17 46 108 154 1.15 19 3 400.0 2.99
1995  145 40 560 3.86 219 1516 .225 15 0.10 21 0.14 23 347 2.39 47 29 57 86 0.59 15 3 638.5 4.40
1996  128 37 538 4.20 149 1241 .313 19 0.15 26 0.20 26 351 2.74 21 6 66 72 0.56 6 3 603.0 4.71
TOTAL 407 111 1377 3.38 439 3494 .268 64 0.16 68 0.17 80 1014 2.49 85 81 231 312 0.77 40 9 1641.5 4.03
Denise Baez only played three seasons but quickly reached her career 1000th kill.  Her milestone came at home Sept. 1, 1996, in fi ve games against Texas Tech.
YARLEEN SANTIAGO -- #6 -- ARECIBO, PUERTO RICO -- 1997-99    
Season GP MP K KPG E TA Pct A APG SA SAPG SE DIG DPG RE BS BA TB BPG BE BHE PTS PPG
1997  120 35 408 3.40 121 954 .301 31 0.26 23 0.19 45 413 3.44 32 24 129 153 1.27 27 6 519.5 4.32
1998  116 35 379 3.27 135 1003 .243 42 0.36 35 0.30 46 394 3.40 32 18 95 113 0.97 21 3 479.5 4.13
1999  133 37 555 4.17 175 1417 .268 35 0.26 47 0.35 31 470 3.53 18 18 109 127 0.95 18 2 674.5 5.07
TOTAL 369 107 1342 3.64 431 3374 .270 108 0.29 105 0.28 122 1277 3.46 82 60 333 393 1.07 66 11 1673.5 4.53
Yarleen Santiago tallied more than 1,000 career kills in just three seasons.  Her 1,000th was her third in game three Oct. 1, 1999, in a home win against Georgia.
JESSICA DORRELL -- #4 -- ALEDO, TEXAS -- 2004-07
Season GP MP K KPG E TA Pct A APG SA SAPG SE DIG DPG RE BS BA TB BPG BE BHE PTS PPG
2004  131 33 266 2.03 134 633 .209 30 0.23 1 0.01 0 67 0.51 9 6 122 128 0.98 11 3 334.0 2.55
2005  125 33 271 2.17 104 628 .266 51 0.41 0 0.00 0 57 0.46 10 2 127 129 1.03 14 3 336.5 2.69
2006  107 29 266 2.49 142 743 .167 23 0.21 40 0.37 42 238 2.22 30 2 64 66 0.62 7 4 340.0 3.18
2007  122 31 507 4.16 233 1244 .220 39 0.32 41 0.34 49 275 2.25 29 2 89 91 0.75 2 4 594.5 4.87
TOTAL 485 126 1310 2.70 613 3248 .215 143 0.29 82 0.17 91 637 1.31 78 12 402 414 0.85 34 14 1605.0 3.31
Jessica Dorrell became the 12th player in Arkansas school history to reach the 1,000-kill plateau.  The Aledo, Texas, native began the 2007 season with 803 career kills and recorded her 
1,000th in a three-game match at Mississippi State Sept. 21.  Dorrell led Arkansas in the match with 15 kills giving her 1,011 at the end of play.
 Adding the sport in 1994, the University of Arkansas has a short, 18-year history of volleyball. In that time, 15 Razorbacks have tallied 1,000 or more 
kills. Here’s a look at those special players and their numbers. Two players, Krystal Osborne and Denise Baez, were members of the inaugural team in 1994. 
Another, Christina Lawrence, completed her eligibility during the 2008 season. All 15 players were named to the All-Southeastern Conference team at least 
once during their career with Jessica Field and Kim Storey earning American Volleyball Coaches Association All-America honors in 1997 and 1998, respec-
tively. In addition, five members of the 1,000-kill club--Krystal Osborne, Yarleen Santiago, Kim Storey, Denitza Koleva and Denise Baez--tallied at least 1,000 
digs during their respective Razorback careers.
1,000-KILL CLUB
2015 @RAZORBACKVB RECORDS BOOK
ASHLEY MILLER -- #9 -- VACAVILLE, CALIFORNIA -- 2003-06
Season GP MP K KPG E TA Pct A APG SA SAPG SE DIG DPG RE BS BA TB BPG BE BHE PTS PPG
2004 130 33 3 0.02 4 26 -.038 46 0.35 24 0.18 62 510 3.92 90 0 0 0 0.00 0 2 27.0 0.21
2005 127 33 2 0.02 2 35 .000 31 0.24 18 0.14 45 548 4.31 68 0 0 0 0.00 0 4 20.0 0.16
2006 107 29 2 0.02 3 13 -.077 31 0.29 10 0.09 37 498 4.65 48 0 0 0 0.00 0 2 12.0 0.11
2007 119 30 4 0.03 0 12 .333 30 0.25 16 0.13 31 570 4.79 83 0 0 0 0.00 0 0 20.0 0.17
TOTAL 483 125 11 0.02 9 86 .023 138 0.29 68 0.14 175 2126 4.40 289 0 0 0 0.00 0 8 79.0 
0.16 
Ashley Miller set the Arkansas school record for career digs in game two against Kansas State at the Varney’s KSU Invitational Sept. 7, in Manhattan, Kan.  The Vacaville, Calif., native fi nished the 
match with 1,693 career digs sliding by former Razorback Krystal Osborne (1994-97) who fi nished her career with 1,659. Miller’s successful season continued as she broke the Southeastern 
Conference career digs record several weeks later in a fi ve-game come-from-behind win at Georgia. Miller entered the match with 2,033 and fi nished the contest with 25 erasing the SEC 
record formerly held by Kentucky’s Jenni Casper who had 2,037. Miller fi nished the year with a single-season record 570 digs and career record 2,126 - more than 467 career digs than the 
second-place spot. In addition, she holds the career digs per game record with a 4.40 mark and the single match record with 36 set against Ole Miss in 2006.
 Equally as impressive is Arkansas’ seven-member 1,000-dig club, five of those players also had at least 1,000 kills during their careers. Ashley Miller 
moved into top spot in 2007 and holds every digs record at Arkansas. Miller held the SEC career digs record until the 2009 season; she is now No. 2 on 
the conference’s all-time list. She is one of three players in SEC history to collect 2,000 or more career digs. In addition to Miller, Krystal Osborne, Yarleen 
Santiago, Kim Storey, Tina Rico, Denitz Koleva and Denise Baez all had more than 1,000 digs during their Arkansas careers.
JENNIFER HAASER -- #34 -- FORT SMITH, ARKANSAS -- 2000-04     
Season GP MP K KPG E TA Pct A APG SA SAPG SE DIG DPG RE BS BA TB BPG BE BHE PTS PPG
2000  0 0 0 0.00 0 0 .000 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0 0.00 0 0 0 0 0.00 0 0 0.0 0.00
2001  119 33 221 1.86 71 488 .307 10 0.08 0 0.00 0 17 0.14 2 25 174 199 1.67 26 4 333.0 2.80
2002  115 33 381 3.31 179 999 .202 16 0.14 29 0.25 60 298 2.59 28 11 86 97 0.84 5 1 464.0 4.03
2003  124 34 295 2.38 121 730 .238 17 0.14 43 0.35 69 245 1.98 32 40 125 165 1.33 14 2 440.5 3.55
2004  132 33 401 3.04 178 958 .233 28 0.21 35 0.27 70 223 1.69 30 25 171 196 1.48 23 5 546.5 4.14
TOTAL 490 133 1298 2.65 549 3175 .236 71 0.14 107 0.22 199 783 1.60 92 101 556 657 1.34 68 12 1784.0 3.64
Jennifer Haaser lived up to her billing as one of the highest-level recruits to come to Arkansas, reaching her1,000th-career kill Sept. 18, 2004, in the second game against No. 9 Illinois at 
Barnhill Arena during the C&C Services Invitational.
JESSICA FIELD -- #4 -- HERMANN, MISSOURI -- 1995-98       
Season GP MP K KPG E TA Pct A APG SA SAPG SE DIG DPG RE BS BA TB BPG BE BHE PTS PPG
1995  149 40 186 1.25 66 493 .243 10 0.07 4 0.03 4 77 0.52 2 25 144 169 1.13 18 6 287.0 1.93
1996  129 37 284 2.20 95 641 .295 12 0.09 10 0.08 12 72 0.56 2 32 118 150 1.16 15 3 385.0 2.98
1997  119 35 368 3.09 79 757 .382 17 0.14 6 0.05 5 175 1.47 5 24 151 175 1.47 20 12 473.5 3.97
1998  117 35 430 3.68 102 906 .362 20 0.17 23 0.20 28 147 1.26 2 36 186 222 1.90 26 1 582.0 4.97
TOTAL 514 147 1268 2.47 342 2797 .331 59 0.11 43 0.08 49 471 0.92 11 117 599 716 1.39 79 22 1727.5 3.36
Jessica Field tallied her career 1,000th kill in a 3-0 road win over Alabama Oct. 2, 1998.
EFTILA TANELLARI -- #15 -- KORCA, ALABANIA -- 1999-01    
Season GP MP K KPG E TA Pct A APG SA SAPG SE DIG DPG RE BS BA TB BPG BE BHE PTS PPG
1999  131 37 310 2.37 133 843 .210 12 0.09 2 0.02 5 119 0.91 9 7 65 72 0.55 8 2 351.5 2.68
2000  105 29 458 4.36 167 1239 .235 17 0.16 15 0.14 23 331 3.15 49 8 61 69 0.66 10 0 511.5 4.87
2001  118 33 491 4.16 169 1219 .264 28 0.24 29 0.25 22 385 3.26 42 6 66 72 0.61 10 1 559.0 4.74
TOTAL 354 99 1259 3.56 469 3301 .239 57 0.16 46 0.13 50 835 2.36 100 21 192 213 0.60 28 3 1422.0 4.02
Arkansas’ fi rst and only Albanian player, Eftila Tanellari recorded her career 1,000th kill at home against Ole Miss, Oct, 21, 2001.  It was her fi rst kill in the third game.
KELLI STIPANOVICH -- #14 -- ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI -- 2008-11
Season GP MP K KPG E TA Pct A APG SA SAPG SE DIG DPG RE BS BA TB BPG BE BHE PTS PPG
2008  107 30 303 2.83 160 884 .162 10 0.09 20 0.19 34 131 1.22 18 1 20 21 0.20 3 1 334.0 3.12
2009  119 31 295 2.48 135 786 .204 19 0.16 10 0.08 8 86 0.72 12 7 47 54 0.45 7 0 335.5 2.82
2010  122 31 293 2.40 97 753 .260 17 0.14 18 0.15 23 182 1.49 32 10 50 60 0.49 7 4 346.0 2.84
2011  111 31 352 3.17 141 966 .218 37 0.33 20 0.18 14 279 2.51 33 12 43 55 0.50 7 2 405.5 3.65
TOTAL 459 123 1243 2.71 533 3389 .210 83 0.18 68 0.15 79 678 1.48 95 30 160 190 0.41 24 7 1421.0 3.10 Kelli Stipanovich 
reached 1,000 career kills Sept. 9, 2011, with a tip out of the back row against Dartmouth. She was the 15th in program history to get to the milestone. Stipanovich and Jasmine Norton were 
the fourth set of teammates to reach 1,000 career kills in the same season.
KELE BREWER -- #13 -- CASTROVILLE, TEXAS -- 2003-06         
Season GP MP K KPG E TA Pct A APG SA SAPG SE DIG DPG RE BS BA TB BPG BE BHE PTS PPG
2003  118 33 356 3.02 140 1010 .214 4 0.03 3 0.03 15 88 0.75 15 1 38 39 0.33 6 2 379.0 3.21
2004  111 29 339 3.05 144 983 .198 8 0.07 0 0.00 1 105 0.95 10 5 48 53 0.48 3 2 368.0 3.32
2005  127 33 317 2.50 126 950 .201 12 0.09 9 0.07 16 202 1.59 24 6 55 61 0.48 12 0 359.5 2.83
2006  93 25 180 1.94 110 680 .103 6 0.06 3 0.03 8 141 1.52 9 1 26 27 0.29 2 0 197.0 2.12
TOTAL 449 120 1192 2.65 520 3623 .185 30 0.07 15 0.03 40 536 1.19 58 13 167 180 0.40 23 4 1303.5 2.90
Kele Brewer’s 1,000th-career kill came in an NCAA Tournament victory over St. Mary’s Dec. 1, 2005.
JAMIE ROHME -- #14 -- TEMPE, ARIZONA -- 1996-98         
Season GP MP K KPG E TA Pct A APG SA SAPG SE DIG DPG RE BS BA TB BPG BE BHE PTS PPG
1996  131 37 320 2.44 135 781 .237 98 0.75 29 0.22 57 293 2.24 42 10 108 118 0.90 13 5 413.0 3.15
1997  118 36 356 3.02 124 950 .244 45 0.38 45 0.38 39 351 2.97 34 17 66 83 0.70 18 3 451.0 3.82
1998  109 33 449 4.12 151 1202 .248 31 0.28 36 0.33 41 347 3.18 24 11 52 63 0.58 17 1 522.0 4.79
TOTAL 358 106 1125 3.14 410 2933 .244 174 0.49 110 0.31 137 991 2.77 100 38 226 264 0.74 48 9 1386.0 3.87
Jamie Rohme’s career 1,000th kill was her fi rst kill in a home sweep of Alabama Nov. 15, 1998. She was the third player to reach 1,000 kills in 1998.
CHRISTINA LAWRENCE -- #7 -- SULLIVAN, MISSOURI -- 2004-08
Season GP MP K KPG E TA Pct A APG SA SAPG SE DIG DPG RE BS BA TB BPG BE BHE PTS PPG
2005  115 32 281 2.44 115 657 .253 18 0.16 0 0.00 1 30 0.26 4 3 95 98 0.85 7 4 331.5 2.88
2006  103 28 238 2.31 85 600 .255 32 0.31 2 0.02 5 49 0.48 0 3 87 90 0.87 17 5 286.5 2.78
2007  108 28 292 2.70 83 690 .303 22 0.20 1 0.01 1 45 0.42 1 2 88 90 0.83 16 10 339.0 3.14
2008  91 25 298 3.27 87 710 .297 17 0.19 2 0.02 13 99 1.09 5 6 55 61 0.67 9 2 333.5 3.66
TOTAL 417 113 1109 2.66 370 2657 .278 89 0.21 5 0.01 20 223 0.53 10 14 325 339 0.81 49 21 1290.5 3.09
Christina Lawrence’s career 1,000th kill came her senior year at No. 11 Florida in Gainesville. Lawrence needed two kills for 1,000 and fi nished with a Razorback-best nine. She hit .250 for 
Arkansas and had one dig while scoring nine points in the milestone match against the Gators.
1,000-KILL/2,000-DIG CLUB
